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LIGHTING TRICK
Mayor Wants Public to Di-
gest Well the Dose.
NOT ASSEMBLE
THE COUNCIL
Alderman Miller Congratulated by
Everybody for Standing by
the People.
BROKEN WRIST-PIN
HAS BEEN REPAIRED
On being asked yesterday what he
intended doing about cabling the
council into special session next
Tuescbay evening for the purpose of
eubmitting the light proposition to
diem, Mayor Yeiser yestenday said
that he did not intend assembling the
beard because' the city was doing as
well as possible, and there was no
sixth a hurry to railroad things
through. He continued that he want-
ed to wait a belle while so the peo-
ple of the city couid digest well the
dose the eklernsen are trying to rain
.down its throat by "fanning out" in
a round-a-bout manner the city light-
ing plant. The mayor said he was
like the reminder of nine-tenths of
the people of this city, wantiag the
public government to control its own
affairs. He is dead againt anybody
coneroling matters but the repre-
sentatives of the people.
COURTHOUSE TAR ,HARRIMAN-STANDARD OILII TRYING TO OUST PRES. FISH
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT PUTTING
IT IN EXCELLENT CON-
DITrON.
Aidlerman W T. Miller, the only
inembee of hist legislative board, vas
ing against "farming" out the plant.
was the recipient of congratulations
from every side yesterday, hundreds
thanking him for having backbone
enough to stand up for the people,
although be went dawn in defeat
but it was with flying cedars. He is
recognized as the champion of the
people and informeid the balance of
the members .of his board in stand-
ing up for the public that all of them
wank, be like the last aldermanic
and tsouncilmanic bodies, get kicked
omit wben their term is over, unless
they regarded the wishes of the
conununity and refrained front strad-
dling the city's neck with a private
corporation.
One of the city's beet known men
yesterdey said he and a friend took it
onto themselves in eircolating around
to ask everybody they met their
view* of the Repubhcan trick to
Saran out the plant. They kept count
of those approached on the subject,
and out of 167 spoken to, 16o fav-
ored the city continuing its plant,
while, only five did not, and two out
these five were formerly intvreste
in the private light company, while
the other three had relativos• con-
nected.
Supt. Keebler, of the city's plant,
ha* finished repairing the broken
wriet-pin that went wrong several
nigh ago at he powerhouse on
Mledison .between Ninth and Tenth
streets, and jemmied a shortage of
current to the extent that two cir-
cuite harliAribe turned out eaCh night
after to cificlocIti so as not to. over
heel the inadlinety. Now the lights
are all "burning 'again properly and
no more trotilde wiR he encountered
in this regard.
AUDITORS AGENT
MR. RICHARD BARBER WAS
APPOINTED YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Yesterday Morning Mr. Richard
'Barber former justice of the peace,
received the appointment of agent for
this cohntyrfOr Stele ,Auditor Samuel
Hager, of Frankfort. Mire appoint-
ment. of M'r. Bather does nett con-
flict with that of Lawyer Prank
Lucas, who is the auditdr's agent for
the shite at large, while the selection
of Mk. Barber is for the conoty only.
The &the or MO. Barber are to
, bring snit again* individuali, firms
OT corpotiations, who °are back taxes
to the rotate, but he cannot sue any-
one except Where the property is
locatedn this 'city or county.
Wt. -13ovber vreot out of office the
first of this year, after having ably
served four years as magistrate, dur-
ing. vAdch time be mate a repute-
tioo for himself for honesty and fair-
ness. He has now entered' the in-
surance business With offices in the
'fraternity building. •
The appointment of Me. Barber
holds for four years and he will bring
snit against ev/rybodly owing tile
•sthlie any taxes.
Report of Supervisors' Work Will Be
Completed Within the Next
Few Days.
Judge Lightfoot is (having the
county oourt house yard dug up, fer-
tilizer spread and things in nice
shape for the corning summer. Fresh
blue grass seed has been scattered
over the entire yard and the lawn
wail be a thing of maoh beauty this
year.
Supervisors' Report.
The attaches of the county clerk's
office are still at work on the re-
port of the c,•unty supervisors, but
will not finish it until sometime this
week.
Property Sold.
Property on North Twelfth nett
Burnett street, has beet, sold by J.
E. Williamson to A. F. Drake for
$eloo, anti the deed 'bodged for rec-
ord yesterday with the county clerk.
Irene F. Gardner botglit from
James T. Elierrstood for $235, land
lying out in the county.
E. Thurman transferred to j.
B. Cooper for $755, property or
Bridge street in Mechanicsburg.
Power of Attorney.
A paper was lodged yesterday with
the clerk showing that M. B. Tucker
had conferred power of attorney to
W. M. Janes.
Notary Public.
Ella Bryan filed her commission
end qualified as a notary public.
POSTPONEMENT
"DR." ROBERT SMITH, COL-
ORED, GOT ANOTHER CON-
TINUANCE.
John Pickett, Colored, Fined Heavily
For His "goo" Stunt With a
Winchester.
Robert Smith, colored, got a con-
tinuance until tomorrow when Judge
Sanders called his case in the police
court yesterday morning. Smith is
the "hoodoo" doctor who sold Ailtita
Wfley, colored, a love bag, which he
claimed would cure her of tumor if
she held it in her hand for Four days.
She charges him with procuring
money under false pretenses.
There was, held over to the grand
jury WW Albritton and Roy Dunlap,
both colored, charged with being ac-
complices to the 'housebrealaing of
Lem Jones' saloon fifteen months
ago.
Ed Rayinvond and Anderson Van-
dross were arrigned on the charge of
fighting and their cases were left
open.
John Pickett, colored, was fined $T
and costs 4or being drunk, and then
$15 and costo for disorder?), conduct
out about Ninth and Washington
streets. Hie, is the negro who pro-
cured a Winchester rifle from Ikey
Cohen of South Second, and then go-
ing to "goo," hanging round waiting
for his rival alb° had been paying
too aisilltious attention to his woman.
Ile had murder in his eye when
caught by the police.
There was left open the case
charging Daisy Laniaberry, with
using insulting language.
GUN CLUB TRAPS.
They Will Be Put in Condition for
&murices Shooting.
Mr. .Henry Beyer, one of the
officers of the gun club, yeeterday
announced that this. week or next
the traps and Reminds of the club
would be placed in first class condi-
tion at Waelace Park, preparAtory for
the coming season to target shoot-
ing which seen* nearly, at hand.
judging from the pleasant weather
prevailing. •
The traps are taken up and atored
away during the cold months, hut
will now he brought out, put in first
class shape and prepared ready for
the target practices. If tIe present
etements continue a match shoot will
lye polled off about the middle of the
reining mondb, which is two weeks
hence. 
. .
•
New York, Feb. 24.—The E. H.
Harriman-Stem:bard Oil company in-
terests in the Illinois Central rait-
linve come out openly in a
campaign to force Styvesant Fish
out of the presidency of that corn-
pany, whose control they claim both
through a majority of the capital
stock and a majority of the board
of directors.
A conference was held by Harri-
man, Thomas F. Ryan and Charles
A. Peabody. The situation was dis-
cussed in detail and Ryan was urged
to take part in the attack upon Fish.
This it is understood' he refused ab-
solutely to do.
Fish's Firm Stand Is Cause.
Fish's absolute declination to con-
duct a whitewashing investigation of
the Manual Life Insurance company
is said to be the reason for the at-
tempt to depose...him from the presi, market. •
dericy of the Illinois Central, an of-
fice he has held, since 1887.
Mr. Fish is the idol of the small
fitiOtk holders of the Illincde Central.
The Fish family has been connected
with the Maude Central since it was
originally chartered in 1851.
Passes for Stockholders.
One of the features of the road is
that each year stockholders living
along the line of the road were given
a round trip to Chicago and return
to attend the annual meetings. The
Standard ,and Hlarrimars people ob-
jected to this, but Fish fought for
the custom and said as long as he
was president each stockholder
would be given this transportation.
The small strilholders will practi-
cally determine erectile!' the manage-
ment of Fish wilf be continued, for
it is known that the control of the
road cannot he purchased in the open
MISSION SOCIM
OFFICERS CHOSEN BY SOCIE-
TY FOR TRIMBLE STREET
CHURCH.
Christian Science Services Will Be
Conducted This Morning at
527 Broadway
e
The Woman's Horne Mission Aux-
iliary of Trimble !street church, met
in ,regular session Monday afternoon
at the residence of Mrs. Puckett.
The hour having arrived for the after
noon session the president, Mrs.
Young, announced the hymn, and
the Lord's Prayer was repeated by
the Society. Eleven members an-
swered the roll call. Mre. J. C.
Martin read a most .hisitily praised
letter from one of the co-workers,
Mrs. H. W. Jennings, of Memphis.
A vote of thanks was given Mrs.
Jennings for her greetings. 11* so-
ciety feels her loss as a consistent
member and a /wet excellent officer.
Upon motion the secretary was ask-
ed to spread this upon the minutes
in memory of the absent member.
Mrs. W. J. Griffith reported to visits
to nick and strangers. At the cloy,
of the regular business se-ssion the
following officers were elected':
President, Mrs. J. J. Young; first
vice president, Mrs. W. Y. Griffith;
second vice president, Mrs. Laura
Hart; third vice president, Mrs. A.
M. ,(3havtine; treasurer, Mao. J. C.
Martin; corrosponding secretary, and
press superintendent, Mrs. C. P.
flonsernan.
The following meeting will he held
Monday next at the home of Mrs.
.1 • C. Ravi', Fourteenth and Trim-
ble streets, at 3 o'clock.
Christian Science.
Christian Science se'rvi'ces will be
held at ro:3o o'clock this morning a•
527 Broadway, the subject being
"Man." Next Wednesday evening at
7:30 o'clock the testintonial meeting
will be .held.
' Home Mission.
ilk Home Mission society of the
Broachitay hliethodiet church will
meet tiamorrenv afternoon a 1 3
o'clock at the church. The officers
of the organization are urged to be
there at 2:30 o'clock.
MONUMENT
FADUCAH SCHOOL CHILDREN
CONTRIBUTE ho TO THE
FOSTER FUND
The Confederate Monument Fund of
This City Is Donated the New
Hardy Buggy.
The sum of $.0e has been collected
in the public schools here for the
fund being gotten up over the state
to erect a !monument to the memory
of Stephen Collins Foster, who com-
posed "My Old Kentucky Home."
This money will be taken to Louis'-
yule tomorrow night by Supt. C. M.
Lieb istlx-n he goes- up to attend the
meeting of the National Association
of School Superintendents. He will
turn it over to Supt. Mark, of the
Louisville schools, in order that it
can be deposited in the general fend
that is being liberally contributed to
by all the schools Of the common-
wealth.
The children eerie wire asked for
one cent each, which equalled the
$01. The high *chord naturally gave
the largest contribution because
snore children attend there than at
any other two buildings the city over.
Lorigiellow comes next.
Saperiotendeno Ideb will get away
at 1:45 ohloce tomorrow night fer
Louisville and be there until next
Thursday attending a gathering that
wilt he participated in by superin-
tendents coming from over the en-
tire country.
ELKS' FURNISHINGS
BUILDING COMPANY HEARS
THE REPORT TOMORROW
NIGHT.
Confederate Monument
Yesterday Mr. Joe L. Friedmaii
presented the Confederate rnenument
fund with the fine buggy given the
Ccnntmercial club by the Hardy /bug-
gy factory. It was the first vehicle
slurried out by that plant and donated
'1o tille club, which raffled it off and
. Friedman won it. He yesterday
turned it over to Dir. D. G. Murrell,
chairman of the fund corrimittee, and
he h now preparing to raffle it off
so it can be comerted into cash that
will he deposited to the credit of the
fund.
The eixeeenth annual meeting of
Ilse Wisoonein library asseeciatien
opened at Madison with 2oo delegates
present.
THREE WEEKS MORE FOR
M'CRACKEN cmcurr COURT
Judge W. M. Reed returned last
evening at 6 O'clock from Frankfort
where he has been the past week on
'business connected with the bill he
wants put through the state legisle-
Ore, extending the terms of his court
for this city. He appeared before the
assembly and thinks there is no doubt
but what the bill will be adopted,
everyone favoring it, there, being no
opposition because it does not effect
th w flare of the Benton district of
the circuit. The committee for the
house and senate both reported fav-
orably on the draft, which will be-
come a kiw, and give this, city three
more weeks of court each year.
At prevent the judge on the first
Monday in .January opens here an
eight weeks term of civil court. Then
the first Monday in March. lie goes
to B ritoridillilkpld a four weeks' com-
bined civil and criminal session. The
first lifonday in April he starts here
a three weeks' criminal session, whita
the fourth Monday in April he starts!
•
here a six weeks civil term. Then
in June he tinkle thieve weeks court
at Benton. 'Me first Monday in
September three weeks of criminal
court starts !here, and thissie followed
by three weeks at Benton. In Octo-
ber he takes up' here a eix weeks'
civil tier* and then the fir t Monday
in Septenther a three weeks' criminal
term, here..
The judge and lawyers want this
shifted) around so that Paducah will
get three moire weeks each oar. At
present there is not enough business
before the court at Benton 'se take
pp all the time recorded, andi many
weekly go to smote, so some of these
wilt be taken off owl/ added, on to
Paducah, Which always has hundreds
of cares going over on account of not
enough time existing te tryi them.
• The January and February term of
civil cotirt here twine to a close yes-
terday, and now one week from, to-
morrow the judge goes out to Ben-
ton to start the four weeks' session.
If Barber Shop and Turkish Bath-
room Are Not Put in, Basement
Is for Rent
•
110•m...".•
The Elks' Building company will
meet tomorrow night at the Hotel
Lagomarsino and at that tinwi a re-
port will be made by Messrs. Dick
Davis and L. A. Lagornarsino show-
ing what pointers they got for use
when it come, to buying the furnisili-
ings for the local building. They
went over the Elks' home at that
P;Sce and noted the equipment,
which will be duplicated to a large
extent when the Paducah structure
is 'completed and ready for its out-
fvt..
The building company directors' of
this city yestendery said that prole.
ahrlitie? were that they would doss
for a barber shop and Turkish bath
room in the basement of the build-
ing, as it would be a valuable ad-
junct to the importance of the quar-
ters. If they do not close with the
panties for the bath they will then
be open to negotiations for any kind
of a business in these except saloon,
which will not be permitted under
any circumstances, so state the di-
rectors.
The contractors are taking advant-
age of the pleasant weather prevail-
ing and eudhing things on the hand
some structure
"DEAD BROKERS"
THREE MISSING;
EIGHT INJURED
DRAMATIC CLUB GIVES ITS.
PERFORMANCE TOMOR-
ROW,
Piet* Was Written by Woe Caroline
Ham and Is Very Enter-
taining ,
Asrangemente hart. been completed
for the 'charming /fttle -play thee is
to be presented tousorr•)w evening
at the -Washington ,building auditor-
inm on West 'Broadway by the Dra-
matic club of the high school depart-
ment. The little piece is entitled
"Dead Brokers," and was written by
Mist, Carolyne Hans, one of the
bi ightest and sweetest of the high
school pupils, whose talent is rapid-
ly gang recognition.
The high school orchestra will furn
ieh music for the occasion, while
different amusing features will in-
tersperse the ,evening's pleasure. Ths
money derived goes to the club fund
tc help advance their work.
The caste for the performance is
as follows:
Lord Deadbroke, who is busted..
 
Brent Janes.
Hazel Dicadbroke, his daughter ..
 
Louise Janes.
Jack Billionaines her lover  
 
 
Robert Guthrie.
Leon Archibald Bigbluff, Pharso's
ihusband  Will Bell.
Mrs. Waldorf-Astoria, in love with
Lord Deadbroke 
 
Elsie H Ot Wi 9C her,
Polly Netaria, Dolly Astoria, the
heavenly twins, f
Cora Richardson, Elsie Hodge.
Heartease Hastings, an ambitious
actres4  Caroline Ham.
Clementi, her maid, Marjorie Loving.
Signor Macaroni, her leading man,
 
Felix St. John.
Vivian, Beatrioe, Jeanette,
La Bella, chorus girls,
Florence Weaver, Mamie O'Brien,
Vera Jotmson, Lillian Hobson.
Susanna Simpers. collecting fuide.
for the erection of a monument
to the memory of Deadbrokers
 
Inez Dell.
Phroso, the girl detective 
 
 
Annie Williamson.
Jimmy Get-a-Tip, a waiter  
 
Bell Nichols.
Song features of the play:
"Absinthe Frappe"  Caroline Ham.
"I Want to Go Back," 
 Marjorie Loving.
"Sympathy"  Heavenly Twins.
"Dixie" • Assembly.
Mission Auxiliary.
The Christian Women's Board of
Misisionswy Ausailiary will meet at 3
o'clock next Thursday afternoon with
Mrs. W. G. Whitecreld, of Seventh
and Kentucky avenue. All women
of ente efiburch are cordially invited
to be present.
FIRE IN MILITARY SCHOOL AT
WILL NOT GIVE OUT NAMES.
Effort to March Boys Out, but the
Younger Ones Forget Military
Training.
SECOND FIRE AT THE SCHOOL
Gambier, 0., Feb. 24.—The build.
ings of the Kenyon Mblitary Acade-
my burne dat an early hour today
and is a total loss. Three cadets
are missing and at least eight are in-
jured, three of whom will probably
die.
The liaises of the missing have
not been given out by the academy
authorities. The injured are:
RUPERT 'STEARNS, Cincinnati.
HART SHANNON, New York,
arms and body badly burned; may
not recover.
HARRY BARNES, Cleveland.
RENNOX 'BAXTER, Cleveland.
JOHN U. NICHOLSON; Stirben-
%ilk, 0., badly burned and will not
recover.
J. DORSEY, Dallas, Tex., slightly
burned about the face and head.
HONER THURMECHLER. Oak
harbor, O.
S. R. SALLAWAN', business man-
ego, of the military academy.
Several others were sekghtly burn-
ed in escaping from the building.
Barnes was one of the last to leave
Delano Hall and jumped from the
fourth story window into a blanket.
The blanket gave way and be was
precipitated to the pavement, eus-
tensing injuries, to tbe back. One
leg was broken He will die
Eigbty-five Boys.
Eighty-live boys were in the dorm-
itory when the fire broke out: .4r1,
effort was made to effect military
formation, but the younger students
forgot their military training and
rushed about .the burning building
in a panic, shrieking and crying for
help.
The buildings destroyed were 13e.
lane Hall, Mihner Hall and the An-
nex. The losses on the btriklings
and their &intents will probably .ag •
Efregate‘troo. The insurance is
slight. origin of the fire is, on-
known. This is the ',second /time the
Kenyon Academy . buildings have
been destroyed by flee.
The recent iiensational grazing case,
as the result of which it was alleged
it hat a student from Cincinn.ati lost
his life, took place at Kenyon, col-
lege, a separate institution from the
military academy which was destroy-
ed today.
.••,71
DEMOCRATS WILL VOTE 1
ON THE HEPBURN BILL. efts
Washington. Feb. 24.----The demo-
cratic members of the senate com-
mittee on commerce decided to vbte
on the rate bill as it pissed the
house.
POLICE GRAFTER GETS
SIX MONTHS' SENTENCE.
Pittsburg, Pa., Fcb. 24.—Former
Police Captain James Wagon, of Al-
legheny, recently convicted of extor-
tion in connection with the reform
crusade, 'was Fridny sentenced to
serve six months in the work house
and pay a fine of $loo in addition to
the cost,. of his trial.
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
O JOHN D. IS FOUND AT
O HIS OFFICE IN GOTHAM. o
0
O New York, Feb. 24.—The 0 A
O lost ha, been found' and' the 0 11
O world breathes happily again. 0
O John Fe Rockefeller, oil king 0 ,
O and richest man in the world, 0
O who hale been unsuccessfully 0
O sought by process servers, WO
O Attorney General Hadley. of 0 •
O Misecen'i. was located yesterday 0
O in the offce of the Standard Oil 0
O company, 26 Broadway, where 0
O he was attending to the .squeez- 0
O ing of a few additional millions 0
O from the Ckinimon People.
O It is said that white he was 0
O being reported' in all parts of
O the world, he has been dodging Os
O into his New York offices every 01
O day, and' has gained flesh-Nag:I- al
O mg at stories of his "disappear-
O awe."
O It is declaned he has not bee* 0
O out of New York. 0
O 0
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
- 
'
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THE WEEK IN
SOCIIETYr0l0
Magazine Club.
The Magazine club meeting intend-
ed for last Thursday with Mrs. Saun-
ders Fowler, of Edigewood, was post-
poned and win be announced later.
ern-SWell
Enjoyable Evening.
A select number of friends wee-
Wedneadiay evening entertained by
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Englett at
their home, 611 South Fifth street.
Several boars were spent at games.
music and other diversions, while
the happy union was brought to a
close with service of an elegant
Dutch luncheon.
elleMeW
Charity Tea.
Many patronized the pretty charity
tea given Thursday afternoon at the
Palmer parlors by the Charity club
and quite a neat sum was converted
into the club treasury by the ladies
to 'help continue their noble work.
Tea and wafers were served and a
very pleasant affair had by those
present.
Komus IClub.
One of alwir charming and happy
evenings was spent Tuesday night
by the Komus Klub, at the residence
of Mrs. Jack Parkham, of South
Slicefa strel. During the card game
Miss Audrey Taylor captured the
lady's prize, and Mr. Parkham that
for the gentlemen.
The. coming Tuesday evening the
body meets wish Miss Lottie Thomas
of North Thirteenth street.
.meLssense
Celebrated Singer Coming.
David Bispham will appear in this
city the 'evening of March 14th, hav-
ing agreed to stop over here While
making his tour of the 'Southern
cities. He tsentee of ebbe most cult-
ured, effective and renowned singers
of the present day and comets here at
the initance of the Matinee Musicale
elub, which afteri much corresporid-
ence procured the date with him.
eneelLealW
Joyful Events.
Societies of several of the churches
ententained Thursday evening with
of the Dodge at other cities, and the
reunion here was quite a pleeasant
one.
EWILesIV
Informal Musicale.
A numtber of friends were Thurs-
day evening informally entertained
with a most charming musicale at the
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Luke Rus-
sell, of West 'Jefferson street.
Patriotic decorations of a Washing-
toniara tinge, adorned the home in-
terior, while one of the delightful
features was the musical story, the
'Wanks being filled with riatnes, of the
pieces reridiered. The gathering was
in compliment to Miss Zella Russell,
of Athens, Ga., who is visiting here,
and a most enjoyabbe evening was
eneat•
slW4CPW
Confederate Prise.
Many boys and girls of this city
are working for the handsome prize
to be given away by the Daughters of
the Confederacy of Kentucky for the
best paper on "The Causes, That
Lead Up To The Civil War.", The
contest ,is open only to chi-lateen un-
der sixteen years' of age, and re-
stricted, to boys and girls of ties
state.
\The state organization has named
different (ladies over Kentucky to be
chairman of the different counties for
this content, and Mrs. Dr. Joseph
Thoinnson is chairman for McCrack-
en. On compiling their papers the
chikken turn them over to her and
they are forwarded to the state body,
which decides the best and awards
the gift accordingly.
4L'annefe
Crescendo Club.
Miss Edna Eades, of Jefferson near
Ninth street, Friday evening enter-
tained the Crescritio club and a num-
bei of other guests, and a most i affair will be a very quiet. home wed-
charming several hours were spent 
' ding, wish no attendente, and wit-
with a delightful music-ale program. nessed by the family and relatives.
The home was, beautifully decor-ii Rev. WiDia-m Bourquin, of the
ated with profusion of pretty hearts 
.Evangettical ehurch, will conduct thethat were strung everywhere and Ceremony that will be followed byformed, a happy scene, likened unto a departure of the couple for a bride)
post4Valkulthie affair- The arca• tour to St. Louis, Chicago arid othergramme cards were 'heart leaflets Northern points. On return they
adorned with water colors. l take up their hame at 717 Clark
ahlicious refreshments interspersed street, weere rhey will 'welcome theirdelightful gathering's, out of compli- the programme which vrao as folknvs. friends, after nano" 12th.mete to the annivereary of the birth p —Gri ; (b Marcheof George Washington. Large Grotesque, Sincang.crowds were present for each gather- 
,lCavarin,a' Paff.ing and thoroughly enjoyed hugely
"Rustle of Spring'. Sioding.the numerous sources of amusement aPolish Dance," Scharwenka.arranged for their entertainment. .seTrnadie:. schu,bect.
(a.) "Canzonetta;” (b.) Intermezzo,
He lIar.
1=44r-- 44/111E
Informal Evening at Flats.
Mrs. D. L. Sanders Wednesday
evening entertained a few friends
with an informal social at their home
in the Sans Souci flats, on Ninth and
Monroe streets. "Five hundred" was
indulged in ureil a late hour, When a
tempting Dutch lunch was served.
11Reftliala
Happy Social.
A happy crowd was entertained on
Thursday evening by Miss Marie
Roth, at her home on Trimble street,
it being a Washingtonian party %vita
many 'interesting features.
A hatchet and tree contest was
had, and Miss Katie Pieper captured.
the prize, while Mr. George Moller
and alive Louise. Detrel took the gifts
in the card game.
The charming evening closed with
service of dainty ices and cakes.
ECseiteelate
Birthday Gathering.
The anniversary of the, Twentieth
birthday of Mrs. Jacob • Friedman.
of Trimble street, was she oocasioa
of the delightfte entersairemcnt she
and Mr. Fried-rein Wednessely even-
ing tendered a number . of their
friends. A nice time was; had play-
ing cards, while dainty refreshments
were also served. •
Those present were: Mr. arid Mrs.
George Weikel, Mr. and Mrs. Wade
, George B. Hart, Henry Graoe, Min- Brown, Capt. and Mrs..alullen, Mise
nie Rankin, Wynne Tully, Leslie Myrtle Rofling. ali,s Rove Rolling,'Soule, wiin Clark, Lawrence Gleasen, Air. Jacob Newman.Henry Hughes, F./giant/gbh Austin. saanteletlef •
.L A. Washington, Ellen efeeeow, Delphic Club.
e.The Newell society of the Broadway
Methodist church entertained as did
the young peopk's society of the
'third slireet Methodist church, and
the Christian Endeavor for the Cum-
berland Presbyterian congregation..
Refreshments were served at each
place, program's rendered and a nice
time had.
alLettLaaeW
Mrs. Rankin's Party.
The Sans bonci club and several
outsiders were entertained Wednes-
day afternoon by Mrs. Harris Ran-
kin at cards in the parlors of the
Palmer. Many were there and spent
a charming afternoote with tile pop-
ular hostess. The card playing was
indulged in the <lining room where
the tables were statiossed, while the
tellies for the game represented min-
latter George Wasbanctons with
hatchets, hand.
Mrs. Linens One took the first
trophy, while the club gift went to
Mrs. Allen Asetionaft. That for the
best lone hand was taken by Mrs.
William .1 I males.
A most delicious course luncheon
was partaken of after the deliehtful
game.
The guests of the afternoon were:
Mesdames Itugeee McKnight, Harry
/sicElwee. Thornres hall, of Jackson,
Term., Carrie Ellis, Kate Wilson,
William Hughes, Saunders Fowler,
Edwirr -Rivers, Clainance Sherrill.
Wm. McPherson, Thomas Leech,
' Irvin McArthur, of Lapeer, Mich ;
Leonard Janes, Ad Rash, Robert
Reeves, Armour Gardner, Edmund
P. Noble. Linens Orme, Allen Ash-
craft, Will Minnieh, F. M. Allard,
James Campbell Jr.. I. D. Wilrbx.
Mme. eMontespan" was the subject
of an interesting paper presenteci by
Mrs. I). A. 1',eiser Tuesday morning
at the meeting of the Delphic Club
in the library building on Ninth and
Broadway. "Mme. Maintenon," and
. E. n. Boone, Luke Russell, Bea the "Last Days of Louis.XIV" wereWeille; Misses - Elizabeth Sinnott, presented by Mrs. Elizabeth Austin.Hisey, Ruble Corbett, Nell The program for '(lie coming Tues-Holland, Annie May Yeiser, Faith day morning is:
Langstaff, Ruth Weil, Clara Thonsp- Louis XV, Marie Inezinsea.
*son, Ada Enders Mary Boswell, An- Coentess du Mailly; Duchess delie Boswell, Mary K. Sewell, Canine elhareeisseies.
Ella Sanders Myrtle Greer, Fa-mons Salons in Louis XVasSareaPSanders, Lillie May Winstead, Time,
Frances Coleman, Rella Coleman. elLaallaltite
Lieu Reed, Zella Russell, of Athens. Entre Nous Club.Ala.; Leone Kesseli of Pontiac, ellost delightfully was the EntireMich; Comic Grundy, Blanche Hills, Nons club entertained by MissBelk- Cave, Ethel Brooks, Louise Louise Cox, Tuesday afternoon atCex, Mildred, Hattie and Frances lee home on Fountain avenue. VanTerrell. entine ideas prevailed, pink tied WhiteEaseass.-EW rarnntiona decorating the I rooms,Columbus Brethren. while dainty Valentines were, thethe local Knight's of Columbus
Friday evening lefoentelly entertained
complimentaey to Manager C. H.
nementie, of the Fitzeimmens-
O'Brien pictures, and) also for Mr.
Thomas, nonelly. of the Dorielly-Hat-
field minifeels. Both are members
Grace. alisees Susie Thompson, Rella Bagby, Henry lienneberger, Will
Coleman, Frances. Coleman, Blanche Rindetiffe, ,Will Rudy. John Orme,
Hills, Little May Winstead, , Ethel leased Yeiser, Bert Smith, Guy Jones,
Brooke Marjorie Bagby, Nell Hol- Wan Baker, Rob Guthrie, Frankland', Robbie Loving, Mimi= Hop- Davis, Salem Cope, Clifford Morris,
kins, May 0,wen, Recta Hatfield), Ben Mathis, Clay Kidd Philip Splarin,
Eteocles Terrell', Sarah Sanders, Henry Saline Dr. Smith.
Leone Kessell, of Pontiac, Mich. 1 Yesterday afternoon the P. D. C.
The coming Tuesday afternoon the club was entertained by Miss Heroic
dub will be entertained by MSss Akott, at 'her home on Jefferson,
Lillie, Me Winstead), of Sev nth and near Ninth serene and it was a most
Washington complimentary to Miss chenming social. The home was dc-
Leona Kessell• of Pontiac, Mich., who corated, veth red, white and blue, and
is visiting at the Hills borne on North a 'happy gathering 'held by the young
Ninth semen people.
eLaaelLe4W eaLatatatar
Informally at Cards. Last Before Lent.
A few friend's were informally en- The Cotillion club will tomorrow
tertainedi at cards Wednesday even- evening at the Palmer give the last
Ming by Mr. and Mrs. David Van of its series of brilliant balls before
Colin* of South Sixth street, com- Lent. As that period is, recognized
pamentary tio the fatter's sister, Miss for forty dayv it means that many
Hoare Nail, of Louisville, who is their will be out to enjoy the last of the(teeming guest. pleasant gatherings.
. The card players tilled six talike
and during the evening the lady's Evening at Cards.
prize was taken by Miss Elizabeth
Sinnott, who presented it to the 
Miss Louise Detzel, of Kentucky
honored guest. MT. Roy Culley 
avenue, Monday evening entertained
a select few friends at cards,. Misscaptured, that for gentleman. 
At a Irate hour a sumptuous lunch- 
Edna Bergdoil and M. Albert Roth
eon was, partaken of. evidenced their superior playing by
41041114411 carrying off the prizes,.
Entertain Church Ladies. A dainty luncheon was served be-
The Church Furnishing society 
fttolgre. the dose of the ihappy gather-
and Ladies' Arid society, of the First
Christian church, will be nitertained For Charming Visitors.
tomorrow-afternoon by Mrs. Oscar Miss Dora Brock, of Chicago, andB. Starks, of Fifth and Wasthington 
Street,. It is an open meeting and ._fiss Lucie Hill of Louisville, were
during the 'afternoon the following tile 
guests of horror for a charming
progressive euchre party given Fri-deligfhtful musicale and) literary pro- day evening by Mae Vennie Ed-gramme will be presented:
Vocal Solo—Mrs. Geo. B. Hart. 
warde, of Waetsington street. For
Vocal Solo—Mrs. David Lewis. the gift Mr. J. R. McAllister capt-
ured the bunch of pretty carnation:Recitation—Miss Frames Hem- 
cbon. which be presented Miss Hill.
A dainty luncheon after the cardsViolin Duet accompanied by piano,
was enjoyed by the guests who were:
—Mfrs. Smith, Misses Aline Bagby, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Edwards,Kattileene Whitefield. 
MIRK'S Dora Brock, Lucy Hill. EsnmeVocal Solo—Miss. Susie Dabney. Morgan, Susanna Smith, Mary GreyVocal Solo—Mrs. Irene Gray, Curnmias, Isabella Ford, Jessie Cloys
Bleich-Sowers. Messrs. W. H. Julian, J .R. McAl-lister, J. R. Grogan, Dr. Will Owen.At 2 o'clock next Tuesday after-
noon Miss Mae A. Illeich and Mr. The Five Hundred Club.Joseph D. Sowers will be united in
marriage at the 'home of the bride's . The gathering of the Five Hundred
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Jr Bleich, 'club with Ml'a• B. Wellies of
Eighth and Jefferson streets, Tuesch;of Clark, near Ninth street. The
afternoon, was a debightful patriotic
affair, the residence being dec swat e, I
with flags and national colors. Mr•.
A. R. Meyers took the club pea,-
for the game, tine was followed eita
service of elegant refreshments.
The guests in the afternoon w ,re'
Mesdames Thomas Leecth, WI iam
Hughes, A. Re Meyers, lial Corbett,
\AT. A. Gardner, Saunders Fowler.
O. L. Gregory, John Keller, L. A.
Washinetton, /lenity Bradley, M. G.
Cope, Will Bradshaw, Jr., Victor
Voris', J. C. Flournoy; Mi,sei Eliza-
beth Sinnott and Ruth Weil.
• 4104tailli
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Hummel-Gran.
Miss Thresa Hernnvel, of this city,
and Mr. Otto Edwin Gross, of St.
Louie will be united in marriage
Tuesday afternoon at 4:3o o'clock at
the home of die bride's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Feed 'Hermit., of Harrison,
between Filth and Sixth streets, The
couple leave that evening for the
Future Great, where they wilt make
their home, the groom being thr well
known railroad machinist formerly of
here, nut ,who went to St. Louis last
fall to locate.
The nuptials wild he a home affair
of quietness, and officiated (Wet by
Rev. A. L. Then, of the German
Lutheran church, of South Fourth
street.
lett.i.
Patriotic Event.
A number of friends were Thurs-
day afterniem entertained by Lucile
Hager, at her home, with a George
Washington party, which fuenithed
much amusement for the young folks.
Inning he afternoon the little ones
played at pinning the hatches upon
the cherry tree, and, Mamiel captured
the first prize, a hand-painted, picture,
While the consolation went to Leta
Levin. For the delightful. luncheon
the table was decorated in red, white
and blue, and a most sumptuous
spread partaken of. 
.
Those there were: Lucile Hager,
Nina \Ticker. Mereel Mitchel., Effie
Rhodes, Ruth Mitchel, Beulah Ham.
Mee Rhodes, Mattie Levin, Eathel
Rhodes, Irene Vincent, Franke Levin,
Earl Ham anal Rube Ham.
-raseen,...-e4V
P. D. C. Club Dance.
The P. D. C. club members and a
number of others were charminly en-
tertained with an elegant .dance
Tuesday evening at the Elks' hall, on
North Foustas street, by Miss Lucy-
ette Souk. During the cotillion cher-
ries and flags were the favors adopt-
ed. white mauy beautiful figures were
danced.
Those there were: Missies Sarah
Corbett, Susie Dabney, Helen Van
Meter. Henrie Alkott Garnett Buck-
ner, Elisabeth Boswell, Ellen Bos-
well, Eloise Bradshaw. Mary Cave,
Arnie Dreyfties, Julia Dabney, Nelia
Initfiellis Elsie Hodge, Helen hills,
Rosebud Hobson, Blanche Hills,
Lillian lb:Avon, Nell Holland, Lucile
Hartb, Leone Keseebl, of Pontiac,
Mieh.; Marjorie, • Loving, Florence
Loeb, Dorothy Langstaff, jean
Mtnrris, Mildred Orme. Lucia Powell.
Helen Powell, Bessie 'Seymour, Ethel
Sights, Saidie Smith; Erma Yeiser,
Intik Weil, Easel McCandlese,
Elizabeth Setiree, Mary B. Jennings,
Mildred Soule, fewyette Soule,
Corinne Winstead; Messrs. Harry
Gilbert, Cade Davis, James Lang-
tally cards. 
'staff, Guy Martin. Clyde Warren.
The (stub troahy was taken by Mist+) Jelin Cattnpbell. Will Powell, Bernie
Susie Thompson while the lone hand Dawes, Lorenzo Emery, Philo t All-
lowing the card*. a delicious spread Nelson Soule; Zack' Hayes. Charlie
went to Mime Rena Celiernan. Fol- cott, George 'Cabal, George Wallace.
was !served'. . i Rieke, Waltler Iverson, Ned - Ash- tamed a select few with a tempting i Fowler, Misses Kathleen McAllister,Those there were: Mrs. Henry broisk, }Tarry Singleton, Douglass' dining, 'complimentary to his guests,' Wynne Jackson, Flora Nall, of Lou-
EINOBB
RIVALS!
COATS IN TANS AND BLACK
IN COVERTS AND SERGE
tWILLS. YOU NEED ONE
FOR COLD DAYS.
SKIIRTS
IN ALL THE NEWEST STYLES
AND EFFECTS.
SUITS
ESPECIALLY PRETTY STYLES
IN LONG AND ELBOW
SLEEVES.
PERCALES FOR SHIRT WAIST
SUITS.
MADRAS FOR SHIRT WAIST
SUITS
LINENS FOR SHIRT WAIST
SUITS.
A STIRRING LINE OF SILKS
FOR SHIRT WAIST SUITS
Chiffon Veiling., Silk Eohenne,
Silk Down, Wool Tamme, Cream
Serge', French Serge., Florid l Cloth,
Wool- Burgaline, Fancy Check Serge'
in Black and White All these are
nobby for street costumes.
A SPECIAL WHITE QUILT IN
EXTRA LARGE SIZE THAT
WILL PLEASE YOU ASK TO
SEE IT
PRICES THE LOWEST FOR DE
PENDABLE MERCHANDISE
L. B. Ogilvie Gs Co.,
AGENTS FOR BUT TERICK PATTERNS
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
 1E. 
 
BALDWIN PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Lcader" for the dealer.
D. Ii. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
tto
4
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SHEET MUSIC ,
AT UNUSUAL PRICES.
5oo Good Songs and Instrumental pieces 3 1-3c each.
600 Songs and Instrumental pieces, at 8 1-3c each
'too Pieces of the Latest and Best Music at I21/12C each
Sr oo Folios of Music, containing fine arrangements of Classical
favorites at 35c each
soc Folios of Popular Music at esc each
Don't delay your purchases but come early to secure our best
offerings Our sale continues all next week
Harbour's Book Department.
Dancing School Children
The pupils of Prof. Mahler's (lanc-
ing class, enjoyed several delightful
affairs the past week at their assem-
bly hall.
Thursday afternoon the younger
ones of the class gave their colenial
cotillion out of compliment to nash•
ingtotes birthday, and for eeeeral
hours they danced many pretty fig-
ures. Those* participating were the
scholars from 4 to re years oi age.
and they presented a lovely scene
With their powdered wigs aid
tusnes appropriate to the occasion.
The elder pupil, gave ,their flower
cotillion that eveningi arid. it yeas
equally as enjoyable as that by the
smaller omit.
111P4II•411... 4.1te.
Six O'clock Dining.
Mrs. Irvin McArthur, of ,Lrneer,
Mich.. Miss Leone Kenna, of Pori-
mit, Mich, and Mrs. John Tether.
of Memphis, Tenn., were the truest.
oi 'honor for a charming 6 (Ala lt din.
ing given last evening by Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Sugars, of North Sete
enth 'erect. It was a most beauti-
ful affair, furnishing huge enjoyment
for those favored.
The yellow hue prevailed, the can-
delabea being sanded' with that color,
while yellow donation; decorated
the dining table. Into the menu was
con/en)ed the color schemer"
Besides the honored gusset's who
are visiting Mr. and Mers. W. J.
Hen, those present were the two
latter and the Mayne Hills and Seem
Wetiherald, Mr. and Mrs. William
Hills and Misses Kathleen White-
field and Birdye Woolfolk.
einesesew
Confederate Monument.
Arrangements are now being made
for ales bazaar and, carnival to he
given shortly by the Children of the
Confederacy, who in thit manner arc
h(nding their efforts to help swell
the fund being raised to erect a hand
some Confedenate monument in
Lang's, park, on Fountain avenue.
The children promise an affair that
will eclipse anything of the kind -ever
given heretofore.
Last Monday evening at The Ken-
tucky en audience of several hundred
greeted Judge Henry Tyler, of Hick-
man, Ky., who delivered his cele-
brated lecture on"Kentucky'e Brieede
of Forrest's Cavalry." It was a
most excellent and comprehensive
delineation of the valor and, b every
dominating threw of 'Isis noble band
of warriors. The sum - of ata5 was
netted by the lecture and put to the
icredit of the fund, welich now
amounts eo $450.
47-toLeire
Dinning for Visitors.
Mr. Willis B. 
-Webb, Friday -even-
ing, at the Palmer grill room, enter-
. 4--
Miss Kathleen McAllister, of Mari-
etta, Wis., Miss Wynne Jackson, and
'r. John B. Jackson, of Vienna,
It was a dainty Washin,gtonain af-
fair with appropriate decorations of
flags and red carnations. The ices
were served, in small cherry logs,
decorated with cherries, and hatchete,
while flags were used as the place
eaten.
The six course lunicheon was in-
dulged in by fottrtemi guests as fol-
lows,: Mr. and Mrs. Edmund P.
loble, Mr. and Mrs. William Mc-
Pherson, Mr .and Mrs. Saunders
isville, Elizabeth Sinnott, Adine Mor-
ton, Messrs. S. A. Bower, W. T.
Sturtevant, John Jackson, Gus
Thompson and Will Webb,
elreetene
Clark Conceit
Mrs. W. C. Schofield has gene to
Chicago to be present at the W. C.
Clark concert this ;leery/eon at the
Studebaker theater. She will come
back Tuesday. Me. Clark has beenin Europe 'studying for grand opera
for some years and this is his first
aepe,arance, upon the concert stage
in flea cauntry. He made a very
successful tour of France and is rec-
ognized aa one of the ablest and
moat talented artists on the stage•
•
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OYSTER MAY DISPLACE
OIL AS MOTIVE POWER
Chicago, Feb. 24.—Science now
reveals die possibility that electra
-city arid gasoline may be abandoned
in propelling an autonsobilea and in
their place may be installed an oys-
ter.
News to this effect comes from a
University of Chicago labroatory.
Otto Greenberg, an advanced stu-
dent of biology and physiology, has
proven to is own satisfaction that
tla• feat is not only possible, but
p .(bable. lie has contrived a device
whereby the power of the oyster can
be utilized in locionistion.
No animal is batters muscled or
more powerfel for its weight. than
the oyster.
The process by which thisi device
works is that of the contraction and
expansion of the muscles of the oys-
ter. The process, which can be
worked automatically by a mm11 con
trivance, is sufficient to drive a pis-
ton and thereby propel either a light
runabout or a large touring car.
CITY FARMERS
PLOT OF GROUND AT PEST
HOUSE TO BE CONVERTED
INTO CORN FIELD
Keeper William Wheelie Now Pre-
paring to Put Up too° Feet of
Fence Around Ground
The city authorities intend to en-
ter 'the "farming" business, but it
will be upon a small scale and not
enough to hurt any. The venture
conslos of planting a crop of corn
this spring upon the vacant ground
surrounding the city's smallpox pest-
house two miles out behind Oak
Grove cemetery.
There are about thirty acres of
ground and it hips idle except that
small plot in the center used to iso-
late ethe smallpox patients from She
world. The authorities have decided
this thirty acres might as well be
Put to some paying use, therefore
will have Keeper William Wake'is,
of the pest house, to plant it in corn
that will be fed to ehe horses of the
municipal &partakers*. Looking
towards this end Mr. W•heeilis.is tow
prepa.ring to have the plot of ground
well fenced in so horses cannot get
into the field and eat the corn as it
grows. He will have this done some
time next month, but it is quite a
task, as it will take t,too feet to
properly fence in the ground.
K epee Wheelie yesterday said he
did not have a single patient now at
the quarantine station, and that also
the present winter is one of the best
for years as regards smallpox, as
they have bad hardly any cases at
and then those occurring wer•
not serious. No deaths at all hap-
pened from this source.
COSMOPOLITAN
RODNEY DAVIS GOES TO SEE
THIS CARNIVAL COM-
PANY
Until Carnival Company Owners
Map Out Circuits Contracts
Cannot Be Entered Into.
The last of this week Mr. Rodney
Davis goes to Vielteburg, Mien, to
look over the big Cosmopolitan Ger-
nivel comPany attraotions that will
be at that Southern city for the week
commencing March sth. From there
be goes to St. Louis to see Mundy
and &gen return, here to report the
chairocter of attractions these people
have.
The Cosmopolitan is one of that
biggest in the country and they have
been ahowing since last summer in
all the cities down South. it being
warns enough during the winter
months for the out-of-door festivi-
ties along the Gulf coast. .
It vwas thought by the spring oar-
• Tavel prornosers of here that they.
woukl let the contract sometime this
week for a company Ito furnish the
attractions, but the proprietont of
the big companies state they cannot
make an contracts lentil some time
this week for a company to tarnish
the attraction., but the proprietors'
of the big companies etaeie they can-
not make any contract d until next
month, as they have not yet mapped
ouf the territory they want to com-
prise their circuit..
Proposals are being gotten from
all of them but nothing towards
making aglrecinente will be done un-
til the time mentioned.
SUE FOR TAXES
CITY AUTHORITIES WILL SUE
FOR TAXES DUE.
City Solicitor Will Have to Institute
Proceedings Against Hundreds
of People
.According to the instructions given
City Solicitor James Carnpbea, Jr.,
Friday evening by the aide-metric
hoard, suit will be inetituted shortly
in the circuit court for the purpose
of collecting back taxes due upon
all city property since this town
went into the second claw. There
are thousands of doliars due but has
tIPOtar been collected.
At the close of each year those
people owning property inside the
city, and on edict) taxes have not
been paid, become wliat is known as
"delinquents." Their property is ad-
sertised for bale by the city in order
thal there can be satisfied the tax
bill. The city treasurer, who is the
tax collector, sells the property, all
of which is bought in the name of
the city of Paducah by Auditor Aka-
ander Kirkland. This is merely a
formality and is the fartherest the
matter goes, the city having the
name of owning the property, but
gets no money out of it.
There are many. pieces of properly
aroend here that have ino known
owner, whiles there are other pieces
Plat the owner, will not pay on,
preferring the city -to—bee in the
property. Then there are estates in
controversy and from none of these
'have taxes been received. Now the
city solicitor will institute suit in the
circuit court against the hundreds, of
delinquents, and then if they do not
pay the property will be sold by the
master commissioner, who oats make
a legal binding deed. Out of the sale
proomds the city will then be paid
the taxes due, on each piece.
There are thousands of doHars due
the municipality from this standpoint
and alderman William T. Miller
who is she father of the move, wants
the money conceited as it can be
very easily made simply by institut-
ing suits.
HUSBAND AND WIFEQUARREL
Charles Bliss Writes About Ground-
hog Day.
Mr. Grotuidthog sow his ehadder
and he got madder '11 madder until
he couldn't stand it any more, so
back he went a cussin' and then corn',
menced a fussin' with Mrs. Ground-
hog standin' at the door. He was
very er09S and surely because she
called him early and made him hike
Out doors to take a peep. He found
the sun a Shinin and his shedder
there reclinite and he was mact be-
cause he'd lost some skep. Alter
fussin' round an hour lookin' very
glum and sour, he told his wife she
wasn't worth a ding, then he curled
up in a beep and prepared to take
a steerl and told her not to call him
ltntil Spring.--With apologies 'to
Uncle Billy Hicks.
STRENGTHENS LOCAL OPTION
Petition Method Is Decided Upon by
Ohio Legislators.
Colon-obits, 0., Feb. z3.—The house
this afternoon by a vote of 91 to 16
passed the Jones bilk backed by the
Ohio Anti-saloon league, which pro-
vides for municipal local option by
petition instead of by election, places
the initiative exclusively in the hands
of the temperance people and. it is
claimed by the Anti-salloon league
t'hat it will enable the people to drive
seloons from, ON the resideere dis-
triets of cities.
JUDGE PLEADS FOR SQUARE
DEAL FOR AMERICAN BOY
uarriri!
Chicago, Feb. 24.—A square deal
for the American ,boy was the plea
of Judge Benjamin 13. Lindsey, of
the Denvei juvenik court in a Wash-
ington Day address to 4,00o Chicago
school children at the Auditoriern.
Judge Lindsey ,is widely known as
the "Boys' judge." "Even for his
serious faults, I could never frame
in Indictment against the American
boy," said Judge Lindsey, "but there
might well be an indictment against
careless father's and rtleithete and eel-
1 life, who .et a had example.
"The great majority of boys who
go wrong do so because mothers or
fathers did not1 know themi, or there
was, no father or mother; or, if there
was, it were better they had not
been born.
"Millions of bey, have not had a
square deal. I have seen them by
the thousand.' in all the great cities
of this country,, in the mills and in
the mines, and r know that they ar
more negleeted than the dumb-driven
FALLEN WOMEN
LADY HENRY
LECTURE PERTAINS
THEM.
; drinks, -ailich can he obtained irons
I rs. ByrdL ,
Mks. Julia Miles read the very ex-
pressive poem, "The rewer's Dog,"
by Ella Wheeler Wilcox.
SOMERSET'& The swat meeting on Thursday,
March 1, 'will be conducted by Mrs.
Miles, superintendent of evangelistic•TO
Evangelistic Department Will En-
gage Attention of W. C. T. U.
At bleat Meeting.
The meeting of the W. C. T. U.
last Thursday afternoon was deviated
to the departinent of literature.
•Ttie superintendent, Mrs. Anna
Friant, read an addoess delivered by
lady Henry Somerset of England,
al'ao NiVlifiard on her
death, as president of the world's
W. C. T. U.. on the subject of purity.
After reviewinsr the different posi-
tions in which woman has been re-
garded in the past Lady Henry said:
It is only now I think, that we are
beginning to awake to a true sense
of the real position of the woman
who has been degraded in the eYes
of society, and I believe that in a few
years hence, from our vocabulary will
be forever eliminated the words
"fallen woman," unless we equally
say the "fallen man." 1
"It tis because in my heart I pro-
founaly believe that the moral taw
is the Wine for man and Tor woman,
that wherein impurity is sin in man
it is a sin in 'woman, and where it
is a sin in woman, it is a sin in man,
that I dare say that the long pro-
cession which as walked this via
&aortae of human life in every age
must be withdrawn, and with the
twentieth century there must come
the recognition a Abet equal law
of purity laid dawn by Christ, sad
never violated/ with impurity by
prince, priest, or peasant since the
world began.
"It is because 1 believe that in no
form is evil a necessity, that I have
the courage to asio my sisters to face
these deepest problems of humanity."
"If I believed that in any city, in
any country, or in the Whole wide
sorkk one life must be sacrificed on
the altar of the necessity of man to
sin; if I believed that the social stand-
ard demanded that that great holo-
caust of human life should be offered
up year by year as it is at the pres-
ent time, then I would never again
address a public audience aseerribled
to a pure hi rwotild never lift a
finger to draw back from the- ways
of sin and darktiee, the sorrowing
sisters whom we are to befriend and
restore.
"You and 1, my comrades, are
workers in this cause because we feel
that a new standard has been raised;
because we feel that the new woman
will demand from a man the purity
that he asks of her; that the new
man will see that as he stamlis at
the altar with the young woman he
has asked to share his future life, be
is bound 'so bring as spotless a life,
as clean a record, as pure a past
as the one be asks of her.
Miss Christine Mayers read a
sketch of the life of Lady Isabel
Somers. She was the okkat daugh-
ter of Earl Somers a man noted for
his learning and his travel.. In 1872
at the age of 21 she married Lora
Henry Somerset, one of the officials
of the court of Queen Victoria.
Possessing a deep spiritual nature
she soon tired of the whirl and
gayety of fashionable life, and die-
voted herself to humane and philan-
thropic work. In 1889 she was elect-
ed president of the British Woman's
Temperance association and held the
position until 1903. In 1890 she was
elected vice-president of the World's
W. C. T. U., succeeding to the presi-
dency on the death of Miss Willard
in IRO. Lady Henry speaks several
languages fluently and is a recog-
nized authority on questions- involv-
ing social, labor and political condi-
tions.
Mks. Lomita Maernor read a poem
emitted "The Fateful Cup." founded
on the experience of a reformed
*unhand, who drank alcoholic wine
at the communion table.
Mrs. Envoi. Byrd read a paper by
the eminent Dr. Cootelia B. Greene,
giving special medical directions for
women. The writer says: "In a
medical practice of nearly half a cen-
tury. T have seen cultivated) and re-
fined women Who have become opium
and alcohol habitues from the use
of these rernediee through the pre-
scriptions of their family physician.
Oa soca poor unfortunates I have
the deepen pity and sympathy and
wiotilal most earnestly urge all
mothers not to tise alcohol. opium or
cocaine, in any of their varied forms
as home are personal remedies for
they are never helpful, in any sense.
Laudanum, paregoric, cocaine. jamai-
ca ginger, slings, or other aletholic
dninke take' at intervalsi ft* pain,
colldi debility and slight digestive dis-
comforts, have a sure vitiating influ-
ence. Jamaica ginger is specially
dhngerons opiates and alcoholic
platc.es from wood akohol, which
often cattsea blindness.
Dr. Green gives- a recipe for mato
irrg a ginger syrup which is free from
akohok, to be need instead of jamaica
Ginger and which Mrs. Byrom, super-
intendent of Miedical temperance, will
be glad to furnish to any who will
• fra it.
Dir. Greene also gives a number of
remedies to take the place of the
A =Ole eittupttions Coupe inneiteon
work.
THE HOME TELEPHONE
COMPANY BUILDING.
System in City and County, and Will.
Be Ready Before Many Weeks.
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 23.—The sys-
tem the Home' Telephone company
is establishing in this city and
througotit the county, is a modern
one, and in point of subscribers is.
growing with each day.
Throughout Mayfiekl the company
is erecting sixty-f cot chestnut poles.
Several lines out in the. county
have tetaclsed to the Home company
lure, among them the Lilly company
with its soo subscriber; the Foil-
somdale company, with about soo,
and the Fancy Farm exchange with
'something like that number.
The location for the Mayfield ex-
Change has not been definitely decid-
ed upon, but will be •withini the next
few days.
Mr. C. E. Brigham, the promoter
of the Home company, When asked
when the system would be in fall op-
tration throughout the city and
county, said that it all depended on
the promptness with which the build
ins; material arrived, but hoped to
have it in working order betate a
great many week,.
MURRAY IS AFTER
THE NEW RAILROAD
Construction of the New Railroad
Through Murray.
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. a3.---A dele-
gation from Murray, 'headed by Hon.
Rainey T. Wells, Will arrive in the
city this afternoon at 5 o'clock for
the purpose of consulting with Mr.
Goode in regard to remeing the
Cairo and Tennessee River railroad
by Murray. The people of Murray
want the road, and. claim they have
the best route for the line, and the
object of their visit is to bring Mr.
Goodu to their vets of the matter.
Mr. Goode has been at the Hotel
Hail in this city for the past day or
two, on business connected with the
proposed new road.
EIGHTY-CENT GAS
FOR NEW YORK
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 24 . —The
state commission of gas and electri-
city issued an order fixing the maxi
mum rate for gas on Manhattan Is-
land at 8o cents per thousand feet.
The order goes into effect May a
next, and is to continue. in forte for
three years.
WHISKY CASES
REMAINDER AGAINST GEORGE
GOODMAN COME UP TO-
MORROW
Lon Rollins Gave Bond and Was
Released From the County
Tomorrow at 'Mayfield there will
come up the remainder of the many
warrants againet. George H. Good-
man, of this city, charging 'him with
violating the local option laws of
that city by dhipping liquor into
Mayfield. He has beets heavily fined
in many actions of this nature already
and last week the balance were con-
tinued over until tomorrow, when
Judge Bunk Gardner takes them up.
Mr. Jake Biederman does not in-
tend going to Mayfield any more to
oppose the warrants against in Gard-
ner's court, but-will let that judge go
ahead and do what he pleases. Mr.
Biederman will the nappeal to the
circuit court all the warratus iii
which he is fined and make his tight
to that higher tribunal. a
Executed Bond.
Lon Rollins, white, executed bond
yesterday morning and was released
from the county jail, whore he has
beta since last Thursday night. His
father went Ins surety, guaranteeing
his appearance before the April term
tai FLIES
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST
CLASS ORDER. WE DO TIT/2!
r:- CI; 17-7,?1-!,.!
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-
FUL JEWELRY.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE 772-A.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Office 1707 Meyers St.
Telephole 377.
J.L.Thompson
Tailor
l=31:121121:31====
SttilltttrIUSISMOSOIMS=
FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
500 and $I.. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7h & Jackson See phone er& Clay Sts, phone 31.
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagornarsino.
of the United States court to answer OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
to the charge of mutilating the mail
box standing in front of the M. 0. LAWYER
r. Poole home, on the rural route
out of Bandana.,
Court of justice.
Tomorrow morning Justice John J.
Blotch will convene the monthly term
of his magisterial court in his office
on Legal Raw.
WOULD ABOLISH TREATING
Giving Away Drinks Prohibited
Ohio House Measure.
.Cialamboe, 0., Feb. 23.—The hoarse
committee on temperance today fav-
orably reported the Spangler anti-
treating bill. The measure makes it
uniawfut for any person to buy a
drink tot aaother in a saloon
in any place where liquor is 'old. It
also prohibits bartenders giring *way
-
drinks.
The penalty dal is a fine of $1
by
S
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., ran bank
Marshall County; Padecah, Ky.,
Room lie Fraternity Building.
New Phone xi. Old Phone 303.
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates,
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calanders
Framed right up te date in fire min-
utes time at the
PADUCAH MUSIC STORE
eall Broadway.
to $5 for the first offense, $5 to $50
for bhe second. offense and $5 to $too
for the third offense.
Puryear, of Abstract Co.,knows
can discover all that is knowable
discoverable about your title.
Or
Or
In connection with the best Foun-
tain service, Zach Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TEL. ast.
E. H. r'ILTPVR,AR,
Al"l'ORN E Y -A T-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building.
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 49o.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Thles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
NOTICE/
Highest price paid for second-hand
toN2es a12c1
FLirtr2ittirte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
218-220 Court street Old phone 1341.
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phone roax—Red.
Mrs. E L. Whitesides,
OSTEOPATH
6o3% Broadway.
Phones, old 1431. New, 761.
11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE im NORTH VIM'
TELEPHONES
Residence agliOcs 'a
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rotns 13 and to Columbia %Wins
Old Phone tog.
lommormassmimmimp
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
flip skin Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy.
J. N. (WhIschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
L 
AN••••
EDISON
STANDARD'
PHONOGRAPH
. bring pleasure Id your
home during the long winter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear them. Then you'll
Big selection of
•
Warren & Warren
Jewelers
403 Broadwayi
Want one.
records.
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The Lighting Contract.
In yesterday's issue of The Regis-
ter was published the contract offered
by the Paducah Light and Power
compatvy, and accepted by the board
of aldermen by a vote of 6 to t, for
supplying the city with 75 street
lights. Thus the matter was, placed
be-fore the citizens and taxpayers of
Paducah.
We now propose to analyze not
only the contract as proposed but the
street lighting question as well and
i put before the people of this city ex-
actly what the action of the board of
aldermen Means to the taxpayers of
Paducah. We propose to give fig-
ures that can be easily verified by
any one.
In the discussion before the alder-
onen it developed that it is the inten-
tion of the general council to in-
crease the number of street lights to
200; of ehis number 75 is to be sup-
plied by the Paducah Light' and
Power company, and 125 by the city
plant As the city now has 165
street lights the increase to 200
•1110art9 35 additional bghts.
The lighting company calls for 75
• •-,111chbs between Eigheh street and the
river, and Madison street to and in-
cluding Mechanicsburg. The 75
lights to be furnished by the com-
pany are "to take the place of the
city's lamps in the locality named."
This meant. that the poles and wires
owned by the city are to be used and
the company only proposes to put
its 75 lights where the city already
has lights. With 75 lights of the
165 lights to be furnished by the coin/
pr.ny leaves so of that number te be
furriehed from the city plant. But
there are to be installed ya additional
lights and these Mt to be put up by
the city, and in a territory wthere
the city ha,si no poles or wires, and
means that the city must put up ths
poles and string wiroi for the 35 ad-
ditional lights.. This makes the 200
lights, 75 ltirltaled by the company
and 125 furnnsthed by the city,.. or 35
more lights than the city is now
using.
Now what is this to cost the tax-
payers of Paducah? "The general
tiuincil ha*, mack the appropriation
sot the lighting plant for roofs and it
- will practically cost the city just 3P
tri ildh to furnish 125 lights- as it now
does to fiirnish 165 lights. The vl-
aries of the supetintendent and ote^
employee will remain the same, the
expense for coal and incidentals will
he about the same. If this be true,
and it is true, the cost of operating
the city's plant to produce 125 lights
will be as great as the cost has been
to produce 165 lights, all of whin
the taxpayer, must pay. In addi-
tion to the cost of operating the city
plant, the taxpayers/ must pay the
Paducah Light and Power 'company
$62.50 per year foe the.75 lights it
Proposes to furnish, or the sum of
$4,687.50. For this $4,687.50 the city
will have but 35 more lights than at
present. which mikes the cost of
each of the 35 additional lights
$133.5/3 per year. The estimated-
cost of operating the, city plant for
165 liglea is $7,400 per year, Or $44.85
per light, as against $133.93 per light
for the additional 35 lights. 'The
city now has 165 lights and under
the new al-range/Trent it will have but
35 more lights. therefore to the ad-
ditional light* should be charged the
$4.687.50 that is to be paid the light-
ing company.
The citizen's
stand for sales
h. will not
the public
funde, and little wonder lit hert, ov,r
the report; of indignation /meetings
and threiti to invoke the c its to
(
of Pad
a waste
l(strain the general council from any
such untaisinessiike and reckless
transactions.
The general cote-pea has appropriat-
ed $.8,000 for hating purposes, now
the board otf• aldermen propose to
add an ,expense of $4,687.50 1110Te for
lighting purposea. Section 3069 of
the charter says "Any officer of the
city who shall knowingly do any act
to impose upon the city any pecun-
iary liability in excess of the author-
ity in this act limited, shall bet guilty
of a misdemeanor and upon convic-
tion, be punished' by a fine of not
less than one 'hundred dollars nor
more than am thousand dollars or
im,prisonineent in the county jail, etc."
This much we wish to say. When
The members of the general council
were candidates the people thought
they had reasons to believe that if
they were elected, that they would
legislate for the city and not for the
corporate interests-, but the voting of
the lighting contract has shaken the
confidence of the people in SiOtrie of
the aldermen. Had, any one of those
who voted for that conta-act made it
known before the election that they
could have been 'handled by skillful
manipulators and vote as they have
done, not a single one of them would
have been elected. We are informed
that certain members of the light
committee asked to be appointed on
that committee, and in fact it is al-
leged that after the committee was
made up, that a change was made
in order to comply with their re-
quests. Now if this report be true,
we ask was their 'anxiety to get on
that committee prompted by a desire
to be in a position Ito nerve the city
or to serve the electric light -com-
pany? If they. desire to serve the
city how can that be done by turning
the lighting of the streets over to a
private corporation? The city owns
its plant and the people, though per-
haps, not so intelligent and as deep-
thinking as sonic of theft- represent-
atives, are wedded to the idea of re-
taining, controlling and Operating
their own property, and if any mem-
ber of the general council feels that
he is not equal to the task of at-
tending to the duties for which he i,
elected, there ` is no law to compel
trim to stay there. If on teal, other
hand be is there to work for She cor-
porate interests lit will only be a mat-
ter of time before he may have oc-
casion to regret the thought that he
could fool the people. The hoard of
aldermen have done some good
things and are to be commended for
such action, but when they expect to
give the people 35 more lights at a
cost of $4.687.50 or $133.93 per light.
they may expect no hear from the
citizens and taxpayers in a manner
that will convince them that the
people wil) not submit to any. such
schemes as /that behind the proposed
lighting contract.
Examples—Worthy and Unworthy.
The world cannot make a full,
complete and final, estimate of a
man's life and character until , he
dies. When the book .of his life
ii closod, its pages are but the tee-
med that was neaide by him. It is
then that, the wombl may review and
pass judgment upon ,his work. By
their Huns shall ye know them. And,
that which a man soweth, shall he
also reap. He that sitreeeth the seeds
of honesty sfsall reap tbs. rewaisl
of an honorable career; he that sow-
eth the seeds of dishonesty, shall for
his portion receive the condemnation
of his follow-9. and be an object of
'Corn.
Within the past few weeks this
country has been afforded five speei-
ric and extraordinary examples that
treated of the idea enunciated in the
foregoing paragraph. First, the
death of Charles T. Yerkes, the,
street railway magnate of Chicago
and London; second, the death of
Marshall Field, the merchant prince
of Ohicago; third, the death of John
R. McCall, late insiurance magnate
and financier of New York; fourth,
the death of John B. Stetson, the
multi-millionaire hat manufacturer
of Philadelphia; and fifth, the death
of Chunks H. Turner, former presi-
dent of the !St. Louis and' Suburban
Railway company. Each of these
five men were prominent in the high-
est financial circles Of America, and
they were identified with the interests
of the !argent cities, in this country,
New York, Philadelphia, Chicago
and St.. Louis. In the eyes of the
world, two of these men were 'bon-t, two were
doubtful.  
 
'Yerkes was considered a bright,.
'shrewd man of much ability, but ut1
dishonest, and one
lie was in his pave, virtually an out-
cast.
Jolm B. Stetson, was a fine sped-'
men of American manhood, and of I
the success and honor that attends
1legitimate business methods. Froma journeyman hatter he arose to thehigh place er: being Ow maiiii:acturer
of the "Stetson Hats," the very
name of which is a synonym for first
class workmanship and 'highest grad:
of materials. A'n unassuming man,
he builded well on the foundations
of honesty', integrity and industry.
Satisfied with a legitimate profit on
the fruits of his labor, which was
largely shared by others, he had the
satisfaction of a cleat conscience,
and the possession of an abundance
oc worldly possession honorably ac-
quired. His 3,500 employes mourn
his death of a few days ago, and his
city shame their grief. He maintain-
ed a hospital and plaices of recrea-
tion for his employes and did rimeth
lo advance their welfare and inter-
ests. He died respected and loved.
Charles H. Turner, was formerly
president of the traction company at
St. Louis, and together with his, as-
sociatee and Ohter firianciere, valuable
fotnehists were obtained from the
house of delegates through the use
of a boodle fund which eventually
landed some of the delegates .in the
penitentiary. Turner made a con-
fession to Folk, and, escaped from
the law, but not from public &anti-
rnent. He left' St. Louis in disgrace
and died rsday at the Waideirf-
Astoria, to he the f
ite refuges ere Wiser b-
•
sic r upulous. He first carne into
prominence 'twenty-five years ago in
Philadelphia hrouglv an unsavory
transaction involving public funds,
and was prosecuted on a criminal
charge. As soon as be became dis-
entangled from the courts, he desert
,ed his wife, fled to the West and
there acquired some money. Ne re-
turned East, a divorce followed and
he •married an actress whom he took
to Chicago, and there by his shrewd-
ness and consummate nervOie en-
gineered a combine of the skeet rail-
ways, and unload7e,,4 railtins of
worthless seceritiee qn his wastrepect-
irrg friends. Ile then went tosLons
don whore he ,identified hiamilf with
the street railways. Two—Fatorshs
ago he returned to New York, and
according to newspaper reports, for
the purpose of casting off hie wife
for a younger woman. He -was taken
il: at the Waldorf-Astoria hotel and
died. The management of that swell
hostelry were horrified, at the idea of
a corpse remaining there, and the re-
mains were unceremoniously dumped
into a large wicker basket filled with
soiled linen, dropped down to the
basement on a freight elevator, and
quickly sent away in an ambulance
Yerkes had no friends of any conse-
quence, and his end was indeed sad
His widow married a young fellow a
few weeks later.
Marshal Field began business in a
quiet way in Clhlkago, was scrupul-
ously honest and honorable in all of
his dealings; kind and considerate to
his fellows. Holding 'himself aloof
from quick r'c'hes he had the satis-
faction bf -geeing his wealth grow to
something like $200ssoo,000 and ev-
ery dollar honestly acquired. 'Thou-
sands of instances of his charity to-
wards all mankind, shine all along
this .honorable and useful career. In
's bequests fifteen of his old and
faithful clerks were made million-
aires and the thousands of his em-
ployes wept for a friend, and the
Whole city deplored las death. Hist
estate is to be disposed of so as to
benefit mankind.
John R. McCall, rose from insig-
nificanoe to a world power in finance.
He became the president of the New
York Life Insurance company; and
by his energy and executive ability,
he brought the company from ths.
rear to the front, and was recognized
as a man of high talents. However,
the insurance investigation unearth td
methods employed by Mr. McGal;,
that, %o say the least, were nefarious
arid dishonest. Yet, when confronted
with the exposure be made partial
restitution and signified a willingnesi
to do more. His conduct sr the
witness stand was not that of a cra-
ven culprit, but rather that of a
man who felt that his methods were
justified by the conditions that he
rad to combat in protecting, as he
saw it, the interests of his company.
ods. are questionable. • Neither the
public or the newspaper's have a word
of oommendation for Mr. Tun,
 
en,
who strayed from the path of rectif
tilde in his financial dealing's.
The rising generation may find
valuable lessons in either of the five
instances cited. A sermon most
potent for all may be found in the
lives of those risen. Yerkes, McCall
and Turner went to the gravein dis-
grace, and in a few short years will
be forgotten. Fields and Stetson
likewise went to the graves bit how
different were their deaths received
by th people. In, the years to come
thin meenoriee will ,be- cherished by s
people who respect honesty and in-
dustry. Indeed, their fives exempli-
fies the, truth of the old adage,
"Honesty is he best policy."
Republican Pleased at
Democrats' Election
The Lotaieville Herald, though a re-
publican newspaper, cannot be celled
a partisan organ when 'it comes to
local politics, in fact the number of
partisan newspapers are dwindling
each and every successive year. The
people have become convinced of the
difference between es strict partisan
and a good citizen. It is well enough
to believe in a party and to stand
with it when it merits. support, but
(the party bbssee of late have been
too lax in the character of men
whom they label party notninee-s and
thereby making it a question with
the voter of choosing between his
loyalty to the party or loyalty to his
city, and every intelhgent voter will
quickly decide for the latter. The
Register believes in a party just. so
long as that panty is so conducted as
to merit the confidence and support
of the people. The Louisville Herahl
finds cause for congratulation in th-
election of a democrat as mayor ,
Pittsburg a few days ago, and takes
the only correct view,of the situaton lp u itc[LLiinompsoN
saes:
of America's black country has just
"The busy arid opulent metropolis
declared, with the emphasis of ur.-
conquerable purpose, against mac:'ne.
domination. Certain corporatains,
desirous of tightening their grip on
the city, or acquiring a new hold,
combined to seize on the republican
city organization and nominated a
respectable figurehead for mayor.
His sole claim to officerwae party
loyalty an *personal subserviency to
partisan ends. Wiser tha ntbeir
Louisville brethren, the democrats of
Pittsburg nominated a citizen of
force and sterling character, who
waged hie contest for the mayor's of-
fice on non-partisan ground,. He
promised a purely business govern•
rent to a city, which always puts
business before pleasure and often
before muddy machine politics
George W. Guthiie, mayor of Pitts-
burg, is a democrat in state and na-
tional politics. In the mayor's chair
he will be George W. Guthrie, inde-
pendent citizen and unpurchet 
-able
servant of all the people. From him
the corponations will get no favors
at the people's expense, new will cor-
Still the fact remains that the policy poratiotvi suffer, on the other .hand,
holders' money was squandered and from the experimentations of social-
used to corrupt nyetn. The harsh ists and the extravagance of doe-
view of the poblic of his predicament es. 
was more than he could stand, his The Value of the Peess.
health failed and in a few months The court of appeals of Kentacky
testifies to the great value of a free
and untrammeled newspaper to a city
in a decision rendered in a case
against the Louisville Tinree for al-
leged libel. The lower court gave a
verdict for the newspaper, but the
case was appealed by the plaintiff
and lost. Judge Barker in delivering
the „opinion u the COUTt said:.
"The srarchhght cif investigation
of the press init., the conduct of pub
he officials is more dreaded by' the
corrupt and vicious than all stok, the
sanctions of eille pepal law; as an up •
builder and sustainer of an enlight-
ened public opinion, it constitutes s
large part of the foundation of civil
liberty. Those whose:faith is suf-
ficiently opeimistic to indulge a hope
for the permanency of our institu-
tion's and civilization must rest, in
lerge part at least, upon 'a confidence
in the quickening inftnence of an un-
tratnnve. -led press upon the public
conscience:"
Yet 'there are always shyster law-
yers and °thane ever ready to sue a
newspaper. Some of that cattle are
so malicious and, spiteful that they
inake it a business to hound news-
papers, but in due time they find
they have struck the wrong trail,
a a -
see*
The corporation organ tits had but
little to say about the application to
put 'the Mayfield Water and Light
company in the hands of a receiver.
The company is a private corporation
and has a monoply ot those privil-
eges, in that city. A. few day, ago
the Sun held scare headlines about a
receiver for the Louisville Water
RACKET STORE
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WHITE GOODS
THE SPRING SEASON HAS
OPENED EAAALY ON WHITE
GOODS ANDrFANCY /RATINGS.
WE ARE .HEADQUARTERS
FOR THIS CHARACTER OF
GOODS AND BY SEASON OF
OUR SELLING STRICTLY FOR
CASH, CAN SAVE THE PUR-
CHASER MANY DOLLARS ON A
SEASON'S BILL.
ASK TO sex OUR LINE OF
WHITE FIGURED P. K 'S AT
35c
ALSO AN EMBROIDERED
SOISETTE AT 35c.
A SWELL LINE OF MERCER-
IZED WM:STINGS AT FROM igc
TO 35c A YARD.
MERCERIZED WAIST GOODS
IN THE NEW SHADOW STRIPE
AT ssc
Stock Collars
and Turnovers
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A
BIG LOT OF LADIES' EMBROI-
DERED COLLARS WHICH WILL
BE PLACED ON SALE MONDAY
AT io, is AND 25 CENTS EACH
THIS IS AN UNUSUAL OFFER
ING, THE PRICES BEING BUT
LITTLE MORE THAN HALF
THE REAL VALUE
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY.
company, a concern though owned by
that city, has been under the control
of a board of directors and conduct-
ed just like a private corporation,
but the city Will now sake control
and operate it. If thr plant at May-
field was owned by the city the Sun
would be pointing out that it wag a
failure. Corporation organs are
tricky.
The resolution by the aldermen di-
recting the city sokcitor to instittce
suit in the circuit court against all
who owe the city taxers, is a move
in the right direction. For a year
or so The Register has argued the
general council to follow out the law
in that .respect and compel the de-
linquergs to pay up or enforce the
Iron 'just like any other debt. If this
is done, it will increase the revenue
of the city some thousands of idol-
hits, and make all propertedowners
more prompt in the payment of
'taxes.
Democratic Victory., at Pittsburg.
(St. !amis. Republic.)
Tuesday's ring
-busting by the
Ihniossats in Pittsburg was on a
par with the recent Democratic vic-
tories in Ohio,. which dethroned Cox
and sent Foraker and the state clique
to the tall timber. Pittsburg has
been under boas rule for a time
whereof memory. 'scarcely runneth to
the contrary, and has long been rev-
as one of the ,foremost
aliong-holds of Republican iniquity.
Pietsburg ring, to some extent
M's' proOnct of Quay's genius, was
linked with the Federal machine by
bonds oi evil and mutual interest.
Railroad and steel interest dominated
Pittsburg politics and practically
owned Pittsburg.
Reform under I)ernocratic auspices
tackled a big job Tuesday, when it
undertook to break the ring shecklee.
George W. Gutthrie,_the Democratic
camellia's', had to fight H. C. Frick.
the Mlellons and other capitalise; with
inexhautitibie barrels., the Penn-
sylvania Railroad and the Standard
Out company, and finally, the forces
of practical politics swayed by the
vast municipal patronage under the
director of public works. The Fricke
and Mellona were, fighting in the
eiepectation of receiving an the ring's
linn,de municipal legislation which
would increase the value of their
realty holdings, the Pennsylvania
road was pursuing franchises through
the ring's agency, and the granting of
consessions to a etreposed subway
company of the valet, of millions.
The Republican campaign fund was
accordingly vast. Repeaters were
brought Mato town by the htietirnesks
ant) did, their work nobly. They are
in, jail for their pains.
The victory. of Guthrie, carrying
the mayoralty by 5,000, retires the
 dal
of Mr. Roosevelt and incidentally of
the Pennsylvania road. Should the
success oi refoten ultimately involve
depriving the Pennsylvania of an at-
torney in the senate the result would
be of broad itind deep significance for
the COUlltry.
Thus it appears that the storm of
popular in.& VW non against bo....ism
did not extra— itself in the syseep-
nig achievements of November. And
the strong after-clap promises that
there is mill more power a..d fur,
the (-fonds whence it came. Perhaps
this exhibition of reform's „strength
standing out by itself is even more
significant than were the related vic-
tories last fall, when rebellion against
ring rule swept a string of cities. It
is a sloe ef endurance and persistence
of the good-government spirit ameing
thr people.
The partisan nwaningeof the result,
tlesigh secondary, is clear. A Demo-
cratic tidal wave in the second city of
Penneylvania, at a tire when the
full strength of the Republicanism of
the state was tilown into the tight, .
tells a pointed toy of political re-
action. It tyoifies a general change
of feeling, the existence of %shit.% no
Intelligent observer of bolitical condi-
tions will deny. The people are not
enthusiastic about the Republican
party anywhere. The phase of popu-
larity which it presented in two is
nowhlre in evideuce now. The action
of congress has contribpted some-
what to the Oisaffection, the Writing
exp000rea of the party's relationship
to itiverance and other grafts and to
frenzied finance generally have pro-
duced deep impression, and even Mr.
‘Rttes ;see,v5feiwt. Inoia4ot besuenffearedverya
weakening of his hold bison and ap-
peal to the country. A turning of
en t iment toward the Democratic
party ie inevitable. and this turning
is expressed to some extent in the
victory at Pittsblirg
Sheet Music.
500 good song" and instrumental
pieces at 3 1-3 cern!' each. eoo pieces
Or the latest and best mesic at t21/2
cents each, Big. Folios of music at
25c and r5c each. Harbour's Book
Depart me-nt.
MARRIED IN CAIRO.
Miss Maggie Fields and Mr.
Robert Patterson Got Married.
3.
Last evening there returned from -Cairo, DI., *here there was unitedin marriage Miss Maggie Fields Of
this county', and Mr. John Robert
Patterson, of thiel'eitv,' They were
united, by Rev. R. A. Sikles.
Woodmen Ball.
The W. 0. W.'s will give a hall
at Flowe•'s Hall Monday night, Feb26. Admission 50 cents, ladies free
Everybody invitted
New Factory Now Readyring and its tomes from business' in too girls wanted. Clean workPittsburg, and strikes herd at the anti gry04 wager. Apply mergen
strength of 'Senator Knox, the friend thaler-Ho!ton.Itatkek Co.
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p' b We havedecidedtodisconnueheretV saleof FurnitureinThe firaidest Oprtunity durto voteourenIeen rgiesourfacto an wiJidose out our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
Ever Offered! litriesegtoaingt CCOtoS; solTiastisonacebo. n-f'deegrsaleeatoesftanoimmporenlystoecykeroof offered Paducah caFurniture AT
ec keepers to furnish up. Everyerything mark d plain figures. Come early and avoidthemrashs.T.Terms of sale Cash. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANYTWO STORES---114-116 and 207-213 SOUTH
mg/ 
QUARTETTE JERKED
TWO WHITE MEN AND TWO
NEGRESSES RUN IN BY
POLICE.
Detectives Have Run Down Several
Clues But Nothing Develops in
Burns Garner Case.
Yesterday evening about 6 o'clock
Officers Singery and 'Hurley of the
Union depot beat found Jim Taylor
and Frank Seabold, White, and Annie
Singleton anti Annie Mae 1Beewer,
co/cored, at the home of /Emedine
Olive, colored, on the South Side.
The quartette -were pretty drunk .and
raising a reelect, and the patrolmen
kicked them up on the charge of
being drunk and disorderly. The
Olive woman was then arrested on
a warrant accusing her of running a
disorderly house.
Had a Scrap.
I 'biker Albert Serever arrested . Nina
Ormsby and Bessie Kimble, colored,
on the charge of enraging in a mu-
tual fight They were both locked up.
Drunkenness Charged.
Tyler Allen wet arrested by Officer
Johnson and _Hessian on the charge
of being drunk, while William Morris
was arrested by Officers Long and
Alexander on the charge Of being
drunk and disorderly.
'Clues Dersiop Nothing.
The detectives have run down sev-
eral clues in the Burns Garner min-
der case, but they exploded and
proved to have nothing definite in-
side leading towards discovering who
killed die unftweunate young man,
whose body was found in the Ohio
river, at foot of Jefferson street, two
weeks ago today. For a while things
were looking bright for the slueths.
but they are atilt working, despite the
face it looks likr a hopeless caws
Recovered Unablella.
Last evening sir. j. tX Dixon, of
Kuttawa, came into this city on the
Cairo *rain, and While the coaches
were running slow at Eleventh and
Broadway hue espied a friend out on
the street and leaped off to meet lm.
In his rush he left aboard his fine
Iss's goldsheefied - umfwellir that was
pleked up by some other. Dixon
telephoned otts to the depot agent to
watdh out for the umbrella and the
agent notified Officers Hurley and
Singery, who were cloeeby and start-
ed down the dsfpot platform towards
the train to recover it. Some strange
white man saw them coming. He
had stolen the rainstick and espying
the police, dropped it and ran off in
the dark. The officers did not sus-
picion him, but his actions attracted
them and when starting this way they
stumbled over the iunbrella that had
been dropped. It was returned to
Mr. Dixon.
Looking for Sister.
Mr. E. T. Ingram-, of near Birm-
ingham, Marshall county, arrived
here yesterday morning looking for
his sister, who had run away from
home to marry Charles Dake. In-
gram could not find her. The day
before when the couple left Birming-
ham, Ingram telephoned the ponce
here to stop the pair and Officers
Singery and Hurley found Dake but
net the girl. Duke was released by
them. Dake claimed he was en
nate u,to locabe and did not
have the girl with him
COMMERCIAL NOTE
BARKSDALE BROS. WILL
LEE'S BUILDING WHEN
LATTER MOVES.
Furniture Factory on Getting Rid of
Retail Stock Rents to Gardner
—Big Cotton Deal.
Messrs. Barksdale Bros. the in-
stallment people, of beside Mattil &
Efinger on South Third street. are
preparing to move to the Third an3
Kentucky avenue cornfr now oc-
cupied by C. C. Lee, the wallpaper
&eider who will take Ell Guthrie's
building on Broadway when the Fat-
tier moves over into the store va-
cated by the Ely Dry goods com-
pany.
Furniture Houses.
The furniture factory expects to
get rid: of its retail stock within the
next two months and devote their. Mr. Z. C. Graham went to Cello-
entire, time to the factory and whole- way county yesterday on business.
reale department. The F. N. Gardeer
furniture store has leased the build-
ing now occupied by the furniture
factory as their retail department-
ment 'Just as soon as the furniture
factory gets out Gardner moves in.
That will be sometime the last of
April.
Take New Positions.
Messrs. Charles and Everett Walk-
er leave today for St. Louis, where
they go to take position on the road
for the Gieresche-Dounkoe shoe Lac-
tory. The former has been connected
with the insurance companies of this
city, while the latter has been with
implement firms for several years
past.
Big Cotton Deal.
Lawyers L. K. Taylor and Frank
Lucas yesterday morning went to
Memphis, Tenn., to wind up the ne-
gotiations for establishment of the
chain of cotten storage warehouses
down South. They have organized
one company, gotten an agreement
with all the cotton raisers to store
their product in these warehouses,
and sow the Paducaharis go down to
Memphis to organize the other mul-
lion dollar concern that takes over
their business and construct the ware-
houses. The cotton stored therein
will control the market of the world.
Hotel Deal.
About the middle of this week the
USE Chicago gentleman interested is ex-
pected to come down on business
connected with sale to Windy City
capitalises of The Palmer and The
Kentucky.
Business Good.
Business down in the city last
evening was better than for several
Saturday nights, and the merchants
all report a pretty good trade, in
fact a good one as compared with
the past few week-end evenings.
Hosiery Factory.
People owning a hosiery factory
down South are expected in the city
this week to confer with Mr. R. C.
Aycock, of the Aycock Hosiery com-
pany, regarding moving their plena
here and cdnsolidating with the
Paducah concern that was started
lest year and is rapidly building up a
big business, at Fifth and Jones
streets. If the outside plant comes
here they promise to employ tao
people.
 t=1:2=1211=1232==
A CouchSpecial Otter
Bed, Box and Parlor
In order to show how easy and satisfactory iris to buy Couches here, we
offer you this coming week as a SPECIAL COUCH WEEK. During this
week we are going to give you our profits oa every Couch in the house,
adding only the actual cost of handling. 0.ir assortment is extensive,
and we believe that this offer will demonstrate that we have the largestline, cheapest prices and a greater assortment than any other store; in
Paducah. We urge of you to inspect our lines.
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$ SHOES
MAN1Y PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SE-CURED FOR la.00, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOROUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERY
PAIR IS WARRANTED YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE
BETTER COME IN AND LOOK AT THEM TODAY. YOUR
HEALTH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
'Lender &Lydon,
309 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
HEAD ClIf OFF
BRAKEMAN JAMES WALKER
SANK INTO FATAL SLUMBER
ON TRACK.
His Head Was Severed From the
Shoulders. While the Body Was
Horribly Mangled.
-Yesterday mornings shortly beftec
3 o'clock Brakeman James Walker, '
colored, of the Illinois Central rail--;
road, was run over and killed by a!
train at Gravel Switch, twenty-four
miles east of Paducah on the Louis- l
vine division. His bodly was badly,
mangled, and brought here where it
is being held by the undertaker,
waiting for word from hie wife.
\Saltier was beod 'brakeman on ex-
tra freight train No. 846, running oil
the Louisville division in charge “I
Conductor Pete Beadles and Engi-
neer Buckley. The train had, orders
to go into the Gravel Switch siding
so there could safely go by the pas-
genger train bound for Louisville, and
which went through here at 1.40
o'clock in charge of Engineer Carl
Swanson and Conductor McCtucheen
After the train went into the siding
it, is presumed Wa:See laid du ii
upon the main line and fell off to
sleep. There his head: was cut off
and the body horribly mangled by the
passenger train which did, not see
him. On Walker being missed th:
freight crew looked for him and the
remains torn asunder, were found.
and put in a tarpaulin and brouglit
here, where they were turned over.
to the undertaker.
Walker was 30 years of age and
came here fouromonths ago {rem the
South. 1114 wife is at Augusta, Ga.
He boarded with Frank Owen, col-
ored, of 923 Washington street.
GETS BETTER
MRS. FANNY PRINCE CON-
TINUES IMPROVING AT
HOSPITAL,
Arthur Perdue Had Three Fingers
Amputated Yesterday — Mrs. ,
Evitts' Brother Injured.
Mrs. Fanny Prince daily gels bet-
ter at :Riverside Hospital and before
low will be able to hobble around
on crutches but it will be many
weeks before she can use her limb,
which was fractured when she awl
her niece
' 
Mire. Joseph Henley, were
knocked off the I. C. tres14c
the Union depot ten days ago,
,•11mor•••••
Quite Ill.
MS. James II. Holt, th'e real root"
tilealer, 111 confined at his home os
West Broadway, with a severe S.-
tack of Ilhiess'.
AIWA AP
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 22
Don Gilberto was the happiest
man in America, because his
birthday came the same day as
George Washington's, and he was
70 years old. "This is a great
country, we Americans!"
I AM HAPPIER THAN JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER WITH
HIS MILLIONS, BECAUSE I AM ONE OF THE 2 PER CENT.
THAT HANDLES NOTHING BUT PURE WHISKY THAT IS
DRANK IN THE UNITED STATES. I HANDLE NOTHING
BUT BONDED GOODS BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITEDOtTATES OF AMERICA.. REMEMBER THAT TODAY AT
WASHINGTON, D. C., THE HON. EDMUND WASTON TAY-
LOR, 0 FFRANKFORT, KY., IS MAKING A GREAT FIGHT
FOR EVERY DRINKING MAN IN AMERICA, TO SEE THAT1HEY GET PURE WHISKY TO DRINK.
BELOW I QUOTE YOU A FEW OF HIS REMARKS TOTHE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
Washington, D. C., Feb. 21, 1906.—
Representing straight whisky distil-
lers, Hon. Edmund Watson T P r,
Frankfort, Ky , says "That 95 per
Cent of so-called whisky on sale is an
imitation made by blenders, posing as
distiller-. Only 5 per cent, of
straigls. .vhisky, aged in its integrity
reaches the consumer and only a per
cent, reaches the public under the
green guarantee stamp applied and
Don Gilberto is one of this 2 per
cent. setting the pure whisky in Amer-
ica under the green guarantee stamp
over the cork, under the bottled in
bond act.
"Distillers favor this bill; rec-
tifiers and compounders oppose
it, because they need no dis-
tillery, but merely a vat for
mixing neutral spirits and
chemicals. The rectifier is al-
lowed to spuriously imitate,
makes TEN BARRELS OUT*
OF ONE, and object to the
public knowing the nature of
their product."
ON THURSDAY I GAVE MY DISTILLER ANOTHER OR-
DER FOR THE SECOND THOUSAND CASES OF THE CELE-
BRATED 
-WILLOW SPRINGS SOUR MASH WHISKY, DIS-
TILLED BY A CUMMINS, COON Hor.Low, NELSON COUN-
TY, KY.
MY REDUCED PRICES ON THIS CELEBRATED WHISKY
IS AS FOLLOWS:
One Quart, $1.00, Bottled in Bond.
One Pint .50,
1-2 Pint .25,
Drink .10,
With Shamrock Behind it. Hurry back,
Yours truly,
116 S. 4th St. DON GILBERTO
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amputated by Mr. Jeff D. Robertson.
He residits out on the other side of
Littleville.
Fatally Injured.
NIts. W. E. Evitte, of 1002 Ten-
nessee street, yesterday received
word that her brother, Win. Drure
Delf, died at his home in Gallatin,
Tenn., as a result of injuries re-
ceived Friday While- out upon the
I ant:twilit and Naikville road' follow-
ing hie avocation of flagman. Mrs.
EtSits is' wife of the I. C. engineer
erhe came here from Central City.
No Knock Out.
reste was no knock-out- Pridoy
iii -ht in the fight between Tommy
Shy Three Fingers. I !?-1,:tiks. and Marvin Hart. The latter
Yesterday morning slime elevOn, So't on poiele, he having an ?dean-
o'cfocla Arthur Perdue was workifig ip.ge only in two rounds. The tele-
amnia& a saw at the Little spoke 'fat- eraphic t'.:spatiches stay Burns outs
tore. /tear the Unita stehsif %is classed JfeeSs'et every stage of theha
 
p„.1 too COS, fin-.4e'rc rrit si ff lsge,geeisd him up conaider-
.
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tBack of every Policy of f.
THE MUTUAL LIFE T
of New York stands
The First American Life In-
surance Co. The Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders t
± HAS PAID MORE t
to Policy-holders T:
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders t
Ikea anitilier Cowley in the T.
40-e=e0teeee•GOCeSOCeetee=e4er Cey games as possible to Danville
ailed Nlattocii. This should give Vin
cennes the majority of the holiday
garries.—Vneetates Capital.Baoeball fl Now we don't want to take issue
with our obi friend, but we don't
emee>Oficemeihe=%400.e=e0e think there will be anything in the
schedule fo.: any city more than an
even break. While we ere on the
subject it will not be amiss to say
eomeehing m n the question of mile-
age. The mileage in the Central
league this Leeson will average over
6.boo miles. per team, wthile in the
Three Eye .it runs up to 5,000. It
surely, in the Kitty, if there are any
decem, seep: citable ichedules in the
lot, ought net to exceed 3,000 miles.
The queetion of' Sunday and holiday
game% surely ought trot to prove an
obstacle, provided the teams are will-
ing to !take an even break. Mr. Mc-
Carthy when questioned regarding
this position on this question, said
that he would detnand that all should
have an near an even break as pos-
sible. Millimetre -thilleage for each
team was the only real point to be
coneidered.--t tiro 'Bulletin. So say
We all.
The umpires this season may be
ask-ed to wear white duck trousers
instead of the blue .serire. It is con-
sidered that this unuform will give
them a better appearante.
1111•1=1M11•110
Manager Berryhill states that Dar-
zah, the mighty Atwood pitcmher, may
DC given a place on his team the corn
ing season, and that negotiations for
obtaining his ervices are now under
ivay.—Mattoon Star.
Barbour, of last season's Vincennes
team thus signed a cootract for this
season and the prospects are looking
brighter for the Vinoennes team. It
is likely Forney, Duggan and French
will also return. The wonderfal
"Rube" Whitley has also signed.
James Hurst, veer played center
field for Fowler last year, has signed
a Danville contract and will get a
eryout.
Cherey French eras not yet signed
ttp to play second base with Vincen-
nes, but is expected to be with the
team when the playing season opens.
"Chuck" Fleming, the former Dav-
enport oistfiekler, oho played last
season in the Iowa league, may wear,
a Danville uniform. before mile, sea-
son is over. He aisse played in the
"Kitty" last season.
Billy Forney is expected to be with
Vinoeanes, althougsh he is signed with
Rock Island That team has thirty-
two eon signed and he is trying to
get his release so he can go to Vin-
cennes.
Jacksonville is 'hot after Harry
Berte, shortstop for Cedar Rapids in
the Tree-Eye for the pen three
years. Manager Wortham has also
had some ccrerespondence with trim.
—Mattoon journal-Gazette.
It is said that Doyle and Lingdon,
who did fairly eood work on the Ur-
ban park team last year. will be
given a tryout in fee near future by
Manager Berrymtill. Both Doyle and
Cangdern are good mien. and with a
capable manager such as eerrehill to
handle them they should make good.
—Mlattoon Star.
7,
The Royal Giants baseball club, a
colored organization, has . organized
for the season.
The team will begin practice on
February 25th. The team challenges
any colored team in the United States
for a series of games. (Paducah and
St. Louis teams preferred—Cairo
Citizen
The stars on Pasinicah's ordered
team have good offers, on other teams
and Ben Boydre Nationals will not
be as strong this season as before.
There is only one way to make
baseball popular and that is through
:he newspapers, is an 'opinion . of
leesident Gosnell. Unless a base-
ball team has the support of the
newspapers in its own town it will
net be of as much interest and there
will not be the baseball enthusiasm
6hownt. In order to assist the news-
papers this year he will give every
newspaper in the league all the in-
formation they wish and will from
time to time send them the news of
the league. To assist the other pa-
pers in the league the Capital has ar-
ranged to send a copy of each issue
te every paper in the league and this,
with President Gosnell'e bulletins,
will keep them well poems:I.—Vin-
cennes Capital.
The directors of the local associa-
tion expect to hold a meeting next
softie and arrange for the printing of
several thousand tickets for the
opening game. These tickets will be
sold at $1 etch and it is expected
that at least 2,00o will be disposed
• of before the opening game on dr!
----bones grounds. Arrangements ale;
are -belt* trade for eehibitionegamer
with Springfield. Bloomington, Peo-
ria and other Three Eye league cit•
ies and it is thought that it may be
possible to beok some games with
the Chicago American league team
end the St. Louis American and Na-
tional league learns and the Pitts-
burg tc-am.—Jack.son Courier.
Manager Wortham of the Dan-
ville team is tneking strenuous efforts
to imeeme service of Wills, the giant
first baseman elm played on the
Danville team' a few years ago. Willa
has been playing in the North Texas
league for the past two or . three
years and is just as anxious to sign
a Danville contract as Wortilrant is to
secure his services. The big fellow
has Made greet) in the North Texas
league and' the magnates do not liroe
to give hien up.
Itenry Butler, a soutpaw gab art-
ist, is the latest candidate for the
Danville squad. Butler who is-from
West Caellon, 0., signed his name on
a Danville conttract yesterdai. He
formierly Oared with South Bend in
the dentinal league. Mlarrager Worth-
am new has fourteen players. me his
string arid all of them wifl be
brought to Danville and given a try-
erot.—Danville Press.
Efforts will be mad, by the sched-
ule committee to throw as.many,Sun
•
Circuit Clerk bred More, the man-
aging owner of the Mattoon-Charles-
ton Kitty league team, states that (he
is in full ccord with the idea recent-
ly suggested by the Journal-Gazette
that the fans of the two c4ties be
given an opportunity of nick-naming
the team, something by .which it may
be known trot only here but in om:lher
cities throughout the Lague.
Accordingly, and with Mr. More
sanction and approval, boxes will be
placed in the front office of the Jour-
nal-Gazette, io the Mkerring Star of-
-e and in the Courier and Plaindeal
r offices at Charleston at 7 o'clock
lett Monday morning. February xi,
and will remain there until Saturday,
Nlarseh 3, at 6 o'clock, when the votes
will be !taken from the boxes by a
ottoputent committee, to be selected
either by the newspapers or the ball
managment, the name getting a
plural)), of all the names suggested
to be declared the one by which the
Mattoon-Grade-stem team shall go by
tle coming season.
Each boy or girl, man or woman,
will be allowed one vote, at the bot-
term of which must be signed his or
ber name, so that there will be no
"repeating." In this manner it is
'hoped that a suitable name may be
secured, and that all friction between
the 'fans of the two towns may be
done away with. and that all may be
harmony during the baseball season
about to open, and which promises
to be one of the most oropituous in
recent years—Mattoon Star.
INCORPORATES.
Cairo, Mayfield and Nashville Rail-
way Company Files Articles.
Lotbisville, Ky., Feb. 24.—The
Cairo, Mayfield and Nashville Rail-
way company filed a charter this
morning in the county court, placing
its capital stock at $loo,000, divided
into too shares.
Its avowed object is to build and
operate a Inailroad "1 turn some point
ooposite Cairo, Ill., on the Ohio or
Mississippi river, in Ballard or Car-
lisle county, Ky., near the be-
tween said counties, through the
counties of Carlisle and Graves via
Mayfield, to a point on the Paducah
and Memphis division of the Nash-
ville, Ohottaincroga and St. Louis
railway in Calloway county, about
four miles south of Murray." The
railroad will be about sixty miles in
'length.
The incorporators, all of whom
are L. 8r N. railroad officials, and
their respective holdin ., are M. H.
Smith, 982 slhares; W. . Mapother,
3 share 4; Edw. W. Hines, 3 shares;
Charles Hayden, 3 shares: J.- H.
Eike, 3 shares; W. A. Northcutt, 3
shares; W. H. Bruce, 3 shares. The
maximum debt is fixed at $50,000.
KENTUCKY MINERS
MEMORIAL
AT MANILA
INTERESTING SERVICES HELD
THERE LAST NOVEMBER.
Mrs. Nathaniel Black and Mr. My-
ron Chandler Were Participants
in the Exercises.
Ample evidence of the wide scope
of territory over which flourishes the
Improved Order of Red Men came
before the meeting Friday evening of
the Red Men's lodge at their hall on
North Fourth street, when the
brethren had read to them a copy of
the progrartio of the /sensorial serv-
ice held by the lodge in Manila,
Philippine islands, November 26, lees.
A arge subordinate body of this' or-
der flourishes at that distant city
whose each year services in memory
of the dead brethren are held just
like in the United States.
The programwas read to the local
lodge by Mr. 'Robert Richardson,
the aseistare city engineer, and
showed an int ePeSii rig outline for
the ceremonies. On time list was a
solo by Mrs. Nathaniel Black, ac-
companied by Mr. Myron Chandler,
both of Whom are residents of that
far-away city. Mrs. Meek is a
niece of Judge William Marble, of
this city, and has been residi .g in
California, but her husband is now
located if Manila, While Mr. Chan)
let is the well known former Padu
cahan Who resided here about ten
years ago. He is a nephew of Dr.
C. E .VVIhiteeides and half brother
of I. J. Victor Voris, both of this
city. He now holds a very responsi-
ble possitmioe with ,the United States
army on that island.
The music for the ceremonies was
furnished by the orchestra from the
Ninth ipfarstry of the United States
army.
Alderman C. H. Olsemblin, the
contractor, leaves today for Du-
Quoin, Ill., where 'he is constructing
several large buildings,.
WILL HOLD THEIR CONVEN-
TION ON 'MARCH 7.
District Embraces Western Ken-
tucky—Wage Scale tso Be
Prepared.
The annual convention of district
No. 23, of the United Mine Workers
of America, which embraces the
western district of Kentucky, will
begin in Louisville, Tuesday, Miarch
7. The first week will be devoted to
the business of the mine workers,
which mainly consists in the prepar-
ing of a contract to be agreed upon
'between the workes and the mine
owners for the ensuing year, begin-
ning April 1. The second week the
nine owners in the district will meet
in condlerence with the mine workers
and discuss the grievances OT propo-
eitions if they are presented.
.It is not known as yet what the de-
nims* of the lilinISTS Will be ills
year. An amitelele agreement was
remised 'het year after a conference
between the operaters Issting a-bout
ten days.
The convention will consist of
,I atsout sixty delegates from varivms
'kmetthtie, in the western part of thel
state. There arc, about thirty mine
operators in the district.
eceo CHICKENS
SHIPPED IN TWO CARS.
'Mayfield ie. getting so be the best
poultry markets in the country. One
week ago two Cif% of chickens were
•hippod from here. Thursday two
more carloada were shipped. These
are the latest improved poultry cars
and go from here to New York. Each
car contains about 4,000 dickens.
These two cars contain over 8,000
and are worth about $3,300.
WAITING FOR
COPY OF ARTICLES
PRESIDENT WILL SUMMONS
THE HUMANE SOCIETY
SHORTLY.
They Will Outline Their Work and
Proceed to Constitute Them-
selves Into Bodp.
President W. F. Paxton, of the
Humene society, yesterday announc-
ed that he would call a meeting of
the body just as soon as there ar-
rived from Prairkfort the certified
copy of the articles of incorporation.
tiled by the organization. The meet-
ing will be etre first since the com-
pletion of the organization of the
body, and the ladies' and gentlemen
will talk over their plans, outlining
their course fir prosecution of the
good work before them. It is prob-
able that they wilt designate their
agent whose duty it will be to in-
vestigate cases of reported cruel.y
not only to animals, but to human
beings ars well.
The body intends to make a spec
ialty of looking after the welfare of
innocent libtbe children who are neg-
lected by etiftleses parents, and also
the welfare of aged people who are
imposed upon and treated' in a heart-
ies,* manner.
There are ample laws against neg•
lect and impositions of this nature,
as attested by two instances recently
brought to ligtrt wiserain Riley Swift
was fined $25 in the police court and
put ureter $500 bond, compelling him
to properly look after his neglected
family, while Ben Lindsay served
six weeks in the county jail because
tic did not properly provide for his
children.
EQUITABLE'S FORMER HEAD
AGAIN OPERATED UPON.
New York, Feb. 23.--James W
Alexander former president of tile
Equitable Life Assurance society,
etas operated upon again today in his
home here for the relief of the or-
ganic trouble for vAiich he had been
under treatment during the last
month..
According so Isis sen. H. M. Alex-
ander this operation was not so much
a new one as it was the completion
of the operation performed ten days
ago. •
Me. Alexander's condition tonight
is said to be as satisfactory as could
he expected
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
(Ma .306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence 1696
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY'
ilADOCAH REA*, ES'IN'rv.*. ESTEFtN KENTUCKY FARMi. EAS1
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. TESTBRN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR ET.
lr.D0 0 R W. WIUTTIC611431.r.. Piadasurilk,
c Buffet
1017 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
M. C. Gray, proprietor.
PINE OLD WIN EE AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
fcte noonday lunch for as cenia.
S. P. POOL. L. 0. STEPHENSCN.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES 203-205 S. THIRD ST.,
NO. zio PADUCAH, KY.,
Paducah Transfer Company ,
(Incor muted.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nri and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
J. W. HUGHES
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Fir stil-Claskle
Watch Work
Y EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prim asuosible.
.J. J. Mekh9
224 Broadway, - PADUCAH, KY.
ANDOVE OZELEINEDEPIANCARID! 
123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foreman Bros, 'Novelty Co
PHONES 757 locipsratsd.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of PadurAh, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $1158,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PIM
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Paps 4
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes is ire
proof vault for rent at $3 to 8to per year as to sire. You carry your oese
key and no one but yourself has access.
We Offer 00400 Reivi
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY.
We make this offer not only to insure that we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Padu-
Lah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 20 year case for lireem
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTKED OR MONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAIN/IL,
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and at prices which defy
competition. We' make a specialty in repairing Fine French Clocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clecks called for and delivered at
your request. We do Gold. and Silver plating at short notice and short
prices. 1:16ttrtAnds reset while you w lit. We will take in exchange for
any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
for, giving you fhb inarket value for same, which is about the same as
giving .you New 'Goods for Old Goods.
•
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHER,
LErrYrb VEPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
30 vans ONLY.
Watches klosoed examined 75c up. Watch milands toe up
New •letittielifillg; t quality 75c up. Watch Glasses  toe up.
New Case or Hairspring 75c up. Watch Keys Se-
ii-New jewels, whole- or tover goc up.
We are the cheapest in Watch end Jewelry repairing in %ducal% All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest prior paid for Old
Silver. NE111.y
A. POLLOCK,
Watch Maker, Manufactur big Jeweler and Optician.
NEW PHONE, 113R 6o BROADWIY, PADUCAH, KY.
Credit to Avow who is it.. ,
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this Week at the Kentucky.
Monday Night "The Wizard
of Oz.
Tuesday Night Miss Mildred
Hi:Oland in "The Lillie and The
Prince."
Thursday Night Sorsa and His
Band.
Saturday Matinee and tgight "The
Isle of Spice.'
The "Wizard of Oz."
A most happy blending of comedy,
music, extravaganza and seine effects
has occrued from the efforts of the
author, composer and Stage manager
in the "Wizard of Oz," which is to
be seen at The Kentucky on Monday.
night and the resuk has been, so it
is said, that there is not a dull nto-
tt in the performance. It is easy
to undlersitand, therefore, Why it has
become so popular since there is al-
ways something to interest the spec-
tator during the three hours from the
J(ANETTE POWERS
VIOLINIST
rising of the curtain on the Kansas With John plyirpit Sousa, atfarm scene just before the Oyclone
Kerrtucky Thursday Night.unti) its fall on the finale of the last
.
act. There is no time when there is i
not something amusing going on B. C. Whitney's "Isle of Spice."tither to creel laughter, a jingling B. C. Whitney. company of overair to please the ear ar a happy coin- half a. truadeoct people, wilt be seenbination of color and motion to fill It the Kentucky Saturday matineethe eye. • and night in the musical extrava-The hulk of the futimaking falls, of ganza, the "Isle of Spice. This pro-course, to the Tin Woodman and the
Scarecrow, two characters absolutely
new to She stage, and most capitally.
portrayed by Geo. A.. Rock, and
Fred Nice. But there are other
players and other characters worthy
of notice and no "null share of its
success is due to the excellent han-
dling of the deem, due, of course,
to the effortii of Julian Mitchell.
Sousa and the King.
When John Philip Sausa and his
band appeared before King Edward,
at Winter Castle. it did not tibiae long
at the supper which followed the con-
vert, for the king to discover a com-
Ikton bond of sympathy between the
American bandmaster and himself.
"I love music," said his magesty, but,
the only art I really practise myself
4 dist of hunting." Sues is an en-
thuaimitie devotee of the gun, and in
almost kss time than .it takes a
partridge to "rise' king and com-
moner %%rye swapping hunting stories
of all kind's, sizes, and degrees. The
king listened with eagerness while
Souse related stories of the bear,
puma, budfalo, wild. cat bad wolves
Which tesstpt the ambitions Nimrod in
Western America. King FA:tweed'
4hrenturis had been limited of neces-
obiefly,Am the fermium' pheas-
ants and bloodthirsty rabbits chat
abound on the nnyst English hunt-
ing preserves Several days after the
%ilk to Windsor, a inlaid box, a
large ibox, and a royal courier pre
'tented themselves at the Cult )11
**el in Landon. where Sou, a was
stopping. The courier brought him a
warrant, appointing 'him a member (d.
the Roysl Victorian Order of Eng-
land: the snsail box contained the
bejewelled emibkm of the (leder; ant
the large box was foinid tu hold four
beautiful marked pheasant', tied with
a tag on which •was Written "To John
Philip Sousa. Esti from his majesty.
the king, Sandringham." "They were
shot by hi . iigesy himemelL" said
the courier. Sousa has had the
pbeaeams !duffed and mounted on a
fine oak board, under a glass ease,
and the rag from the King is framed
with the lyirds Perhaps his majesty
ispetts soca day to receive a mount-
lo Dien $otisa, in return. .kt
-
entticky on Thursday night.
The
dltaction conies from the East, and has
created a name for itself through that
section of the country. It is said this
extravaganza caused a sensation in
Chicago, where it ran at the LaSalle
theatre for 26 weeks. It was then
taken to Boston, where at the Globe
Theatre, it dedighted music loving
audiences for 1.4 weeks, and then to
New York city, at the. Majestic
theatre, it quickly 'established itself
as a prime favorite anteing the metro-
theatregoers. Absolute novel-
.
long after the engagement here.
Among the moSt attractive features of
the "Isle of Spice" is a pony ballet,
cemmosect of twelve little girls, not
weighing over•one thousand pounds
for the entire lot, who do some cbever
work throughout the entire perform-
ance.
Mildred Holland.
1 Conspicuous and noteworthy is diepersonal success of the eminentlydistinguished emotional actress, Mil-eked Hol'Iand, who is appearing in
Edward C. White's magnificent pro-
duction of the powerful romantic
drama, "The Lily and The Prince."
In considering the remarkable
acinevetnients of this talented artist
it is well to lay aside for secondary
consideration the vehicle she is using
to 
-exploit leer talents, as well as tisi
beauty of *mountings and appoint-
ments. Mildred; Holdand occupies the
enviable position of being the recog-
nized expprient of all that is distinct-
ly elevating and good in the con-
temporary American drama. In Miss
Holland the history of moral and
artistic development repeats itself,
and genuine talent, coupled with a
fine individuality, determined study
and honest effort, have brought her
an artistic and personal reward. The
entire career if this striking dramatic
figure is one of young women to
emulate. Mists Holland wit play an
engagement at the Kentucky on
Tuesday night appearing in her stic-
creeks) dharacter of Angela in "The
Lily and The Prince."
CHEER TAFT AS PRISSIDENT.
Mention of Secretary as Roosevelt's
Successor Wildly Received. ,
Bay City, Mich., Feb. 23.—Secre-
tary of War Taft received a great
ovation at the second annual ban-
quet of the Bay County McKinley
Republican clut. Otte of the speak-
 . 
'El KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
Thursday Night,
March 1st.
USA
A 
• PRICES:-25c, 35c, soc, 7$c, $1 oo
and 81.5o
Seats on sale Wednesday at 9 a. m.
FIND A NEW MAMMOTH CAVE
Five Kentuckians On Inside for Eight
Miles and See Wonders.
,Denville, Ky., Feb. 23.—Telling
many strange take of a neWly dis-
covered cave five milks from Dan-
ville and two miles east of Perryville,
•
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONT 548.
Matinee and Night, Saturday, March 3
B. C. WHITNEY'S Picquant Musical Mixture
NEW YORK CAST:
Herbert Cawtharne
Harry Watson
Sam Mylie
Chas, Purcell
Harry Griffith
Robt. Kane
Lecke Leigh
Susie Forester
Msttie Martz
Frances Savage
-Lillian Gorman.
151
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Famous For
Music, Fun
and Beau
OF
Twenty
Whistling
Song Hits
and
Unique
Dances
ice
Book b'y Lowe and Geo. E.
Stoddard.
Music by Jerome and Shindler.
Staged by Gus Sonike.
ORGANIZATION' OF 75 PEOPLE.
150 NIGHTS IN NEW YORK. zso NIGHTS IN BOSTON.
250 NIGHTS IN CHICAGO.
PRICES—Matinee, soc, 75c and oo. Children 25c.
NIGHT PRICES-25c, 35c, sot, 75c, ix co and $1.5o.
Seats on sale Friday, 9 a. m.
Monday Night,
February 26
HAMLIN & MITCHELL
Submit to Your Pleasure the
Wizard of Oz
SUPERB SCENIC PRODUCTION.
LARGE COMPANY,
MAGNIFICENTLY COSTUMED,
NEW SONGS.
CATCHY MUSIC,
NOVEL DANCING
Prices 25, 35, so, 75, Si and it so.
Seats on sale Saturday 9 a. m
Tuesday Night
February 27
EDWARD C. WHITE
Presents
1121 MILDRED tr\)
11OLLANIO
In the Romantic Drama
THE LILLY
AND
Brilliant Costiurung and Superb
Scenic Environments
Prices for this engagement 25, 35,
50, 75, $1.o and $1 5o.
Seats on sale Monday 9 a. m.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH. Kl•
 .
MAHIL, CENOUR & CO. Scene frnm Att Two "Isie of Spice," at The Kentucky, Saturday Matinee and Niel.ty is elainied for the construction of
this musical comedy, and the churn,
members are said tp he mavela of
stage invention.
The .mescal numbers are of the
singable, whnseleable kind, and there
is no doubt hut what the most catchy
of them will be heard on the streets
111111111.11.1.11WOMMILVP
Miss Mildred Holland..
The Lilly an The Prince" it TittPrincel at The
Tresda s-Nicht.
Kenoacky on
1
ers /eat night, Wm. A. Norton, of
St. Johns, Mich., alluding to Secre-
tary Taft as Pre‘ident Roosevelt'
scceessor, set the banquet ball ethnic
With enthusiastic exclamation of the
geest of liantir.
The banqueter" climbed on tables
and chair., waived napkins and cheer
ed Secretary Taft for several minutes
In hie address last night Secretary
Taft contrasted desirable and andc-1
suable political organizations aunt
also disett.ssed iCse political destiny of I
the Pltlfippines.
•
Irvine Parks, V•11)0 found it, Eugene
Canpentkr. George and. Joseph. God-
hey and Jahn Mitchell returned bear-
ing geological curiosities', five opos-
sums and seven coons. One of the
coons aeighed fifty pounds and is
the tamest animal of ins kind ever
seen here. The animals were
vicious and showed fight. Other an-
imals were seen and bevies of birds
were- heard making strange noises as
they darted tha sash the dark pas
age". '
RUSSELL SCRUGGS FALLS ; l.iquar drinking is one of the re!,
FROM A TRAIN, ,selti of Entaypean penctratian of Mo-
rocco. The taste for strong drinkHis Legs and Arms Badly Injured 1
Early Thursday Morning. 
thought still indulged comp:natively
in secret, is steadily increasing, the
Russell Scruggs, a painter who ha:
been living in Mayfield, fell from a
freight train jest this side of Fulton
early Thursday moririrag and sus-
tained perhaps fatal injarios. His
arm was broketi inerbrUiard Ivits
legs weer mashed, ie is reported.
His wife, who has been stopping
at the Jackson house, received a tel-
ephone message informing her of the
accident, alai left on the local for
Fulton.
TELEPHONE DEAL,
Cumberland People Buy Property of
Globe Telephone Company.
The telephhone deal which has
"been on" for several days between
the 'Cumberlatrd Telepbon &, Tele-
graph company and the owners of
the Globe Telephone' company, of
this place, has been sonsrunamated.
and the new owners of our local ex-
change and 'county lines will take
charge the first of narcih, says the
Cadiz Record.
While tile present owners and mail
tigers' of 
-the Globe Telephone com-
pany, Messes. Lawrence & Averitt.
have succeedet in getting a splendid
exeltange at this place and are giv-
ing good service, still we feel that
the change will ha best for the ,town
and county, as the Cemitterlanel
recognized as the largestand beet
telephone system in the country, and
are therefore prepared! to extend the
ay 9t tri telrpl al1011, the county more
thoroughly than the present man
practice spreading ;tom force of ex-
ample among the Moors themselves,.
as a restilt of the s:rentious effdrts of.
foreigners lo inculcate thie vice. A:
yet it is chiefly among the higher
and lower classes that. the vie-time-are
found. 'the former indulging in the
•privacy of their own homes, and the
latter at the lowdrinking place:
kept by the scum of foreign settlers
in the open ports.
•
Mies Trixie with "The Wizard of
Oz". at The Kentucky on Moe-
day Night.
ext totilashingOishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-duce Unless, of course, you own a
Hot, Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the livingrooms Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South Fourth St., 325 Kentucky Avenue.
111111111111•PAIIIIIIMINIt. 
...The Largest Fortunem.
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1. We pay four
:  : : per cent. compound 
 interest : : :
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAYINGS BANK,
--227--
- Broadway,
OWING to theadvance in
price by the manu-
facturers of Huylers
Candy, it will be
sold hereafter for
STRICTLY CASH.
M'PHERSONS
Drug Store.
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LOCAL NOTES
Sunday Morning, Feb. 25, isto6.
—Magnolia Circle of' the Wood-
men, give a big open mreang with
music and refreshments next Friday
evening.
—Friday Profess,* W. T. Hard-
eon, of the McKindree public scileol
in the county, brought his sessit:n
to a CV•se, andeyesterday eviertaireei
has, pnpils, !Aida ,a picnic near there.
—T statestate railroad com.rnissal :
Las adjourned its important session
over until next Tuesday on* account
-a-4; -death.-of. the mother of Mr.
Mae D. Ferguson one of tbe com-
missioners.
—The First Presbyeerian Church
Buildire -ociety meets tomorrow
after:31%40n at 2 o'clt;dc at the pastor's
study. The lassan is the 14th chap-
jr of ,41ke.
. PERSONALS.
John Sinnott, Jr., has returned
e-otrea aretaltern datireningt tour.
Mr. Etigene Kahn and bride have
retureed from their bridal, tour
elteottgli the South.
el-ewyer J. S. Ross goes to Grand
Fivers this morning to spend the
ii„e, 'dee with "his family yid-rich is visiting
-"up %ace:.
- - 
Cal. Victor Van de Male kaves this
afternoon for a trip through W'cst
Tenneesee.
Hon. John K. Hendrick left yes-
terday for Smathland to spend Sun-
' (ley for Smithland to spend Sunday
with his family.
. Mr. George Landeum, of Smitb-
land, is in the city. Ile was formerly
county clerk there.
Judge W.'af. Reed returned yester-
day from Frankfort and Louisvilie,
where he has been the past week.
Mr. Herman katterjohn yesteerdae
returned from Booneville, Ind., where
be woe castle:di by the death- of his
uncle.
Contractor William ICatterjohe
, will return today from a business trip
to Chicago.
M. ',Nike Thompson leaves to-
Cal.,
morrow for Los Angeles,
locate.
M. Thomas Baker, the newspaper
nran, returned yesterday morning to
Kuttawa after spending several hours
here on busitsees .
,Capt. G. F. McCabe has returned
Worn a hosiness trip to Chicago.
Mr. J. Ca- never, of Wilton, Iowa.
,i• visiting his daughter, Mrs. A. L.
llten, wife of (the German Lutheran
minietee.
Mrs. Charles Brown has returned
from visiting her parents at Coulter-
vine, 111.
Mr. J. L. Kilgore is back from a
trip to Florida.
Mr. Robert C. Benner today gcrus
te California to locate...;,- • •
Mr. Samuel T. Ilubbard and wife
and child yestetday went to Water
Valley, Ky., to spend several days.
Mrs. W. F. Booker, of Nashville,
Tenn. has, returned home after vis-
iirf. and Mrs. E.
0. Thomai.
Mears. Charier Denzinger and I.
Ferige, of New York, John Hodges,OUR
Cold
Cream
A Cleanser—
Not a Cosmetic.
Removes every particle of dirt,
dust, soap and impurity from the
skie, opening the pores and al-
lowing the rich, red blood to
flow to the kurface.
VERY HEALTHFUL.
Will not turn rancid.-25c for a
jar or 75c for a pound
We know it is Pure because
we make it.
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Druggists. Fifth and B'way.
Both Phones 27s.
of liessierstm, E. R. Tandy, of
Clarksville, 'Penn., and W. G. Dun.
ningten, of earmivilLe, Va., were here
yesterday. They are the represent-
atives in till , Country of the tobacco
awing depertment of it-he Italian
government in Europe.
Mr. Georee C. Thompson yester-
day returned, from Chicago.
Miss Ida Mae Hunter, of Central
City, will arrive tomorrow Ito visit
Mies •Fannie Carney, of Jefferson
street.
Mee. J. 'es Terry, of Louisville.
returned here last evening for an-
other visit to Mrs. William Hughes,
oi West Jef arson.
Dr. J. R. Coleman last evening re-
turned from Frankfort, where he
-went to mg( legislative( adoption of
the bill comeelling patent medicine
concerns to pint their formulas upoti
their 'bottles.
Me. Ernest Calawell has gon., to
Memphis, Tean., to take a position
iu the railroad yards there.
Mir. J. H. (Daddy) Root, the well
known barber who formerly lived
here, has ret.- ---a from Wewauka. I.
T., where ta been located for
a year of twi 1... will probably again
become a resident of Paducah.
LABOR CARNIVAL
---
Arrangements Compittee Will Hold
'Meeting This Morning.
This morning at g o'clock a meet-
ing will be held by the committee
from the Central Labor body that
has chage of making arrangements
for the initial. carnival to be given
this spring by the organized unions
of the city.
Yestrday a proposition Wlit'S re-
f-avec/ from one more carnival com-
• any wanting to furnieb the attrac-
tions for the festival, and this will be
considered along with the many
others when the committee comes to
awarding the contract.
Notice Union Men.
There will be a special meeting of
Central Leber union nnionday night.
Feb. at. for the consideration of busi-
tiese that is of tee most vital import-
ante. Union men cannot offora to
s.s this meeting.
CHAS. HART, Pres.
The hath annual 14-atement of The
Old Mutual Life of New York (the
first American life insurance com-
pany, shows an increase in assets
ru $30.000,coo for tare year tgo5, mak-
ing the total assets Jan. 1st. Igoe,
4470,861, Tee. The increase in sur1
plus for reos amounted to $4,000,000,
irking total isurpl'us $78,267,000. The
Mutual Life has the greatest amount
of aesets and simples funds of any
company in taw work!. The main
point in a life insurance contract is
absolute security.'
Vile don't know everything about in-
surance and don't claim to be an
actuary, but we represent the Old
Mutual Life of New York, the old-
est and, strongest in America. You
will lose nothing by finding out
something of our rates, guarantees
and policy contracts. J. M. Quinn,
Manager for Were Kentucky., room
toe Fraternity -building. Phone 290.
BITULITHIC
Ingrain Expected Here to Arrange
for Resumption of Work
afe. C. W. Ingram, of the bits-
labile company of Nashville, is ex-
to pected to either arrive here him* if
this week or send his superintendent,
who will begin getting things ready
so at the resume the bitulithic work as
soon as possible when 'the spring
weather opens. He has the contract
to put this material on Kentucky aye
nue from Fourth to Ninth, and Jef-
ferson from Fit.h to Ninth.
WRIT OF POSSESSION.
Referee Bagby Ordered Property
Turned Over to Dr. Wyatt.
Yosurelay unionang in ere bank-
rupt court Referee E. W. Bagby
iesued a writ of possession to Dr.
Wyatt, for Mhrshall county property
he bought from the M. G. )Narren
bankreptcy estate. The property
was, in possession of the trustee, and
a writ had to he issued by the referee
before the trustee could' legally turn
the property over to the purchaser.,
Warren atalhei Matt sent to the fed+
era/ prison <luring the United States
court session here year before last.
He did time for passing counterfeit
money anel While in jail filed his
petition in bankruptcy.
WAR DECLARED
FORMAL DECLARATION
SYMPATHIC STRIKE BY
CONTRACTORS.
Lock-out or Strike of stew° Me-
chanics Sure to Occur in the
Near Future.
Chicago, Feb. 24.—A rupture in re-
lations between the building trades'
unions, representing 5o,000 mechanics,
and employing contractors of Chica-
go has been caused by ithe, sym-
pathetic strike question and labor-
er:044es of wide extent at the build-
ing Kral are threatened kt the near
future. Wen formally was &eared
on the sympathetic strike tonight at
a meeting of the building contractors'
council. The eneaoyers d'ecided
definitely that they, will force every
man now, on smypathetic strikes to
return to 'work or 'the unions and all
existing agreements will be ignored.
If such action is taken by the em-
pleoyers a lode-oat or strike is sure
to follow.
The arbitration boards of all the
unions in building line have, been
summoned, to a conference tomorrow
night and when the committee con-
vene the employers will present their
ultimatum.
MAYFIELD BUNCH
FIFTEEN ROLLED OFF TRAIN
AND WANTED MUCH
WHISKEY.
Patrolmen Hurley and Singery Cor-
ralled the Outfit and Headed
Them filack Home.
Last night about Jo o'clock a gang
of about fifteen young "bucks" from
Mayfield came into the city, presum-
ably to get a good supply of liquor
and take back to their home this
morning early but they failed in their
mission, as they were refused the
'booze. The young feHover ranged
from ae to 25 years of age and get-
ting off the train in the Illinois Cen-
tral yards went to a nearby saloon
and wasted to buy a large supply the
divot* but the proprietor refused
them. Officers Hurley and Singery
then thought the city would be better
off without these young fellowe, so
the pitrolmen corralled the ositfit,
pointed to them the way back to
allayfield and told them to "light
out." They acted accordingly and
the last seen they , were headed for
the South yards, Waiting fora freight
train, on which to get back home.
The key* liquor 'houses hawe been
having trouble veiling whiskey to
these Mlayfield people Who take it to
that city, which is local option.
The local dealers will be a little
cautious hereafter.
Kiss Maitland's RecitaL
.177711iiiiia;di of Dyersburg, Tenn.,
will give a recital at the Broadway
Methodist church Tuesday evening
Feb. 27th. The following extracts
from the press attest her ability as
an entertainer.
"Mabel Maitland's dramatic and
negro -impersonations ere delighting
Atlanta ataltiencere—The Constitution.
Atlanta. Ga.
"Mebel Meitland"s dialect work is
...splendid and her stories all new."—
Baltimore (Met) Herald.
'Mabel Maitland's rendition of
Riley's poem, 'When de Wite Folks
Gone,' particularly received applause
and the old colored exhorter's re-
marks true to life."—The World-
Herald, Omaha. Neb.
•
INDUSTRIAL INSURANCE
COMPANIES ARE PROBED.
Albany, N. Y., Feb. 24 . —A reso-
lution was introduced in the senate
calling for an investigation of the in-
dustria' insurance companies.
Recognized a Valuable Instrument.
1 (Ashland, Kan., Dipper.)A man went with this wife to visither physician. The doctor placed .4(thermometer in the woman's mouth.
After two or three minutes, just as
ABANDON HOPE OF
AN AGREEMENT.
Algreciras, Feb. !hope of
soccessful conclusion of \ conference
has been abandoned.- One of the
principal delegate "says this is ow-
ing to Germany's, intflexible attitude.
A• statement cmaniting from Berlin
that the king of Belgium would prob•-
ably be a•ked to mediate between
France and Germany on failure of
tee conference. is denied. His asso-
ciation with Congo would make it
impossible. ea
For Bale or Charter.
Sbernwheel steamboat, registered
64 (toes, entirely rebuilt from stem
to *tern last summer, past first in-
spection Sept. tsar; boat is gex27Y2-
a-0'1feet; engines tox31/2 feet. 2 boil-
ers 38 incieg diareeterx22 feet, allow-
ed 15e.pottnett, draws 22 inches light.
dress W. D. Reeves Lumber Co.,
Atli
_
the physician v. as about to remove l411e:41.1)0c=>00<=>4)0C:)00 1 00(z=440c=.00<=
>00er.:>00c==>00.c=4.9
the instrument, the man. who was
not use do such a prolonged spell of
brilliant silence on the part of his
oaellife partner, said: "Doctor, what will
eeou take for that thing?"
For Sale.
1,000 delete of diry heating and cook
stove wood $1.25 per tvocaasoree loed
delivered promptly. Tel. 44.2. E. E.
Bell Sons, i33o South Third street.
Additional Society
Miss Cabell'ii Party.
Miss AIlie Cabell, of Madison
street, delightfully entertained a few
friend's' informally Thursday evening,
complimentary to Washington's -birth
day. Although informal it was un-
usually, entertaining and afforded
many happy hours to those present.
During -tare spirited card- game:Mies
Lillie Mae Winstead captured the
game prize, Miss Davi:s the lone
hand and Miss Robbie Lotting the
booby.1
A most sumptous (course luncheon
followed the cards.
elegant ,'Events.
The card party and reception at
the W. Hills home, on North
Ninth, Friday, wee very elegant
affairs participated in by large crowds
of guests The entertaiement was
out of boner to Mks. Irvin MtArthur,
of Lapeer, Mich., Milk John Turner,
of Memphis, and Mks Leone Keseeit,
of Pontiac, Mich., all of whom are
geese; of that charming household.
In the **matron Mrs. Hills, daugh-
ters, and M5se Susan Wedierafd en-
tertained at cards for their visitors,
and there were sixteen tables tilled
with players in the prettily decorated
rooms that were aclortX with
color scheme of red, w and blue.
Hlateheros in red, and etched on
white, ecanpoeedi the taiay cards for
the game, with erniveinirs appropriate.
The game prize was taken by Mire
Hughes McKnight, being a marmal-
ade jar hand-painted with galleries.
A mayonnaise dish paintedrav eh
design, wee the ,lone hand pri.ve that
Miss Elizabeth Sinnott captured', The
small log filled nattireandied cherries,
topped off with a ninature hatchet,
was the consolation which wit to
Miss Clara Thompeon.a
An attractive luncheon wá in-
iluare-d in by the guests, the pretty
colors continuing through the same.
In the evening Mr. and Mrs. Hills,
Masses Hine and Miss Weatheradd,
entertained with a reception for the
young people, and many shared the
unstinted hospitality of the spacious
home.
Those assisting to -receive were:
Mr. and Mfrs. WI J. Hills, Mrs. Irvin
McArthur, kers. J. W. Turner, Miss
Kessell, Misses Mende Hi-Us, Susan
Wielheraid, Bak Cave, Ethel Brooks,
Lillie nay Winstead, Rella Coleman,
Frances Coleman, Faith Langstaff.
Elizabeth Sinnott; Messrs. Walter
Ivenion, Ben Mathis, Grover Jack-
son, Douglass Bagby, Arthur Everett,
Davi# Koper, Stewart Sinnott, Fred
Wade,' Edwin J. Paxton
Woodmen Ball.
The W. 0. W.'s will give a ba:1
at Flower's HaU Monday night, Feb.
26. Admission so cents, ladies free.
Everybody invited.
..THE RIVERS..
.00•Ceetaltea=:40se=e0Ose=e00<=>0
There skippod out for the Ten-
nesee river yesterday the steamier
Kentucky, wheels remhine tip that
Stream until next Thursday night.
The steamer Clyde comes out of
the Tennessee river tomorrow night
late and lays until, five o'clock Wed-
nesday afternoon before getting away
on her return trip.
The Dick Fowler returned from
Cainceekst night and is laying here
until la o'clock tomorrow morning
before getting out on her return that
way.
The Joe Ft:nyder comes in this
morning on her return that way at
to o'clock.
The Julet S. Hopkins went to
Evayeriale yesterday and does not
-come back again until Tuesday.
The Buttorff will rrive here today
from -Nashville and at noon tornori
row leave for Clarksville, Tenn,
The Lee boate got mixed up in the
ice during the cold spell and broke
the regularity of their trips. The
Stacker Lee will not leave Memphis,
Tenn, until next Tuesday., en rout;
to Cincinnati. while the Peters Lee
passed by here Friday night en
route' up.
No. A. Mooney left Friday for Dan-
viNe, Tenn., to accept a position on
the steamer Saitillo.
Inspectors Green and M'cDonald
returned yesterday morning from
joppa, Ill., where they inspected the
steamer Nellie and found. her hull and
boilers in first class condition. They
returned at a o'clock in the after-
noon to their 'homes in Nashville.
Tenn.
White hero they announced they
exonerated' Capt. Berry of the tow-
boat Castatia of any viohnions of'
the marine regulations diming the
collision with the towboat Pavonia
last December in the harber out
fronting this city. They did not an-
nounce What they had deciaird in the
ease where Pilot Charles Davis, of
the Pavonia, is accused of violation
aif the marine regulations in con-
nection with this mishap.
The steamer Saltalo is expected
et 'pass out tomorrow bound front
th)e Tennessee riser to St. Louis on
betbfierst trip since resuming.Gray Eagle yesterday left bier
winter quarters here for St. Louis,
to resume her trade out of that city
up the Illinois river. The Battle will
leave today with empty bargee she
PIO load at Arkansas City, and pro:
ceed to Sr. Lotus. The balance of
the Leyhe fleet will get away this
week.
PRINTING
THAT
,
PLEASES
IF
...
YOU ARE DISSATISFIED
in any particular with the class
of Job Printing you have been
getting, push the bunoo and our
representative will appear. New
type faces and machinery in the
hands of thoroughly competent
workmen cannot fail to product .
the desired effict. Proof of all :
work submitted for your ap- '
prowl  :
 
. .
:
KENTUCKY PRINTING i
COMPANY i
121 S. 4th St. Phone1058R i
CUBANS GREET MR
LONGWORTH AND BRIDE.
Congressman and Wife Are Met in
Havana by All Leading Officials.
Hanvana, Feb.. 24.--Me. and Mrs.
Nicholas Long-worth wets given a
warm receptive* upon door arrival
here. They seemed pleased with the
welcome, and sat a quarter of an
hour in an atecnnobile on the wharf,
smiling and enjoying the inquisitive
stares of hundreds of Cuban's and
American tourists who had gathered
to get a look at them.
The consul general, mernbirs of
the legation "staff, congressional
atientrninee, palace officers and the
American club boarded the Maecotte
wel«tme the visitors on their ar-
rival. One of the congressmen de-
ilrered a 'speech of welcome.
Later Edward V. Morgan, Ameri-
can ambassador, and Longworih
came whore web some of President
Palma's aides. They awaited the re-
mainder of the party, and were whirl
.ed away to Mariatto% the new home
of Minister Morgan.
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IIWANTS..
Wanted—Waite girl waiters. Ad-
dress Mrs. M. Hogan, 6o8 Ken-
tucky avemie.
LOST—Grocery and time book.
Please mail to this office and receive
reward.
WANTED—At time, good cook.
Good home and wages to -right per-
son. None but geoil cook need ap-
ply. 8i2 South Fotui.11 street.
Become a Chauffeur au home, posi-
tions guaranteed at $25, weekly.
Write for particulars. Automobile
Dept. 702, Ni'. e.ta Seventh Ave,,,.
New York.
FOR RENT—Three rooms to; $8,
awl two furnished rooms complete
for light houeekeeping for $12. Apply
1246 Broadway.
FOR SALE—One gentle mare;
an yehild can drive her Apply to
S. C. Vaughan.
FOR RENT—One fount for office
or rooming- over Creason's. Steam
heat and batb. Apply to I. D. Wil-
cox.
WANTED—By Chicago Or-
der 'House, assistant manager, each
county. $20.00 weekly and expenses.
expense erenvey advanced. Position
permanent. experience unnecessary.
Address Manager., 132 Lake St.
Chicago.
WANTE'D--Bright Women to
take charge of local territory for
manufacturer; also traveling man-
ager; salary to Mart $15 paid weakly;
eepenses advanced Miss Campbell,
37n Dearborn, Chicago. 4
Subscribe for the Dan Register. I
Delivered to your home for so casts
a week.
It pays to buy  the best
watch you can afford.
Anyone can af-
ford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let us show you.
J. L. WOLFF,
_
Jeweler, 327 Broadway
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON' THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPO%
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not her
come dark and discolored
Lba ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granibe
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, rgog TRIMBLE &T., PADUCAH, KY.
TRADEWAT[ COAL Lump '13c BustleNut..„ 12c Bush 
PROMPT PE,LI-VERY. Both Telephones 254.
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